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·Breakin' in the new year 
Marcus Davis, an incoming freshman art and design major, break dances in the parking lot on the comer of Harrison Street and 
Wabash Avenue where convocation was held on Aug. 31. 
By ,lenn Zimmennan 
¥alstant Campus News Editor 
!I ' 
:lbe Stfli.,walkers parading above 
crowds at Colum_bia's eighth annu- · 
al Student Convocation and carni-
val ringmasters in decorative dress 
lielped transform the comer of 
Wabash Avenue and Harrison 
Street into an 1890s Columbia 
World's Fair Exposition. 
Master of ceremonies Mark 
Kelly, vice president of Student 
Affairs, helped celebrate the new 
school year by greeting students 
and inviting them to "change the 
world at Columbia" while deeked 
out in his own expo-like outfit of a 
straw hat and old-fashioned suit 
"The carnival midway is here to 
exci~and inspire you," Ke111 said 
to the crowd. 
Students cheered along with 
l<:elly's speech after he invited the 
crowd to shout out to represent 
their different states and countries 
here at Columbia 
The exposition was present 
throughout convocation. Vintage 
signs told students to get their pic-
tures taken with the bearded lady, 
have their fortunes told or get 
henna tattoos. Ninteenth Century 
costumes were everywhere. 
"It's just a good vibe," said Nate 
Sebolboro, a junior film student 
attending the bash. "Lots of friend-
ly ~Q!f are . here, and lots of 
friendly .staff:•· · · 
Freshmari Jessica Halloran, a pho-
tography major, stood near a woman 
wearing an old-fashioned black 
dress. The woman was walking with 
bright blue eye shadow with her lips 
painted red bellowing for people to 
come see the Russian mermaid. 
Hallo'!lJT found the expo tent to be 
the most helpful part of convocation. 
Packed -with aiJ different kinds of 
Columbia g)"oups, ranging from 
Frequency TV to Columbia's recy-
cling program, the tent's occupants 
allowed students to sign up for 
almost any organization Columbia 
has to offer. 
"[It's] to help understand that 
they entered this very creative envi-
ronment and to expect the unex-
pected," Kelly said. 
Bringing in a more urban feel, 
musical group Trelogic echoed in 
the background rapping to jazz-like 
music. 
According to Jennifer Friedrich, 
festival and performance art coor-
dinator for C-Spaces, two dozen 
costume performers walked around 
the event to help welcome all new 
students to Columbia. 
"The days of Columbia being a 
See Festival, Page 9 
School hit 
.by prof's 
lawsuit 
Ousted professor cites 
breach of contract, 
discrimination 
By Eric Kasang 
City Beat Editor 
In 2002, photography professor 
Accra Shepp appeared to be on 
track to receiving tenure at 
Columbia. In 2005, Shepp found 
himself out of a job. Now he has 
filed a civil lawsuit in Cook 
County seeking up to $2.3 mil-
lion in general and punitive dam-
ages against Columbia and its 
Photography Department chair, 
Bob Thall. 
In the five-count complaint 
against the school and Thall, 
Shepp, who is black, alleged that 
racial discrimination, along with 
breach of contract and negli-
gence, contributed to the non-
renewal of his contract. 
Shepp's lawsuit, filed in late 
December 2005, comes at a time 
when Columbia's number of 
minority professors is on the 
decline. The Chronicle reported 
this spring that full-time minority 
faculty dropped from 22 percent 
in 1995 to 17 percent in 2005. 
Minority staff also fell 12 per-
centage points within the past I 0 
years. 
Along with breach of contract 
allegations, Shepp also filed a 
complaint with the Equal 
Employment Opportunity 
Commission regarding the dis-
crimination count. Although the 
EEOC wrote in October 2005 that 
"the Commission is unable to 
conclude that the information 
obtained establishes violations of 
the [discrimination] statutes," the 
EEOC gave Shepp the "notice of 
right to sue." 
1 See Lawsuit, Page 11 
============================================= Thieves take equipment, 
leave security concerns 
Portfolio Center 
victim of summer 
break-in 
By Jeon Zimmennan 
Assistant Campus News Editor 
A theft at Columbia's Portfolio 
Center has raised questions about 
the overall security around campus. 
Over the weekend of July 22, 
thieves broke into the Portfolio 
Center in the Wabash Campus 
Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave., 
and fled with an estimated 
$15,000 worth of supplies, 
including some hardware con-
taining confidential student 
information as well as director of 
the center Tim Long's swim 
trunks. The thieves have yet to 
be apprehen?ed by the police. 
Since the. center was operating 
under minimal security with no 
cameras or alarm system, Long 
was the first to discover the bur-
glary after coming into work on 
July 31. 
Both Long and Dirk Matthews, 
assistant director of the Portfolio 
Center, suspect that either a 
crowbar or screwdriver was used 
to pry open the door because of 
damage done to the front lock. 
They also suspect that the 
thieves left through the back fire 
escape because a window was 
found unlocked and a set of blind 
cords were closed outside of it. 
According to Matthews, the 
thieves "went shopping," leaving 
with four computers, a digital 
video camera, an external and 
internal hard drive and two DV 
cam decks, devices used in edit-
ing video tape. 
Matthews joked that only it's 
See Break-In, Page 9 
Thousands of bicycle riders pass ihrough the intersection of Addison, Lincoln and Ravenswood 
during Critical Mass on Aug. 25. 
The Chronicle will take a clos-er look at biking culture in 
Chicago and other issues that 
affect those on two wheels. While 
gas prices in Chicago continue to 
rise and America begins to wean 
itself off its addictions to oil and 
automobiles, many in Chicago 
specifically have taken to an older 
mode of transportation: the bike. 
See back page for the first 
installment of the series 
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B emg sick last week was !ike hitting the reset outton on my memory, 
and as a consequence I kept 
forgetting when I last took 
Rob itussin for my soul-crush-
ing cough. That absent-mind-
edness, while dangerous, led 
me to a revelation that can 
only be iife-aitering while 
high on drugs. It wasn't a hal-
lucination (Has anyone ever 
hallucinated while robo-trip-
ping?). The second shot of 
Robitussin heightened my 
senses to what was going on 
around me, and it all had to do 
with Keanu Reeves and the 
movie Speed. 
It began when I saw a VHS 
copy of Speed in my apart-
ment the other night. It was 
hidden among a row of other 
worn tapes that sit on a shelf 
above my TV, and I cou!t1n ' t 
remember ever buying c·r see-
ing it before. The decision to 
pop the tape into the VCR was 
a hard one, considering it 
would have been easier to 
stare apathetically at a rerun 
of "Family Matters" than it 
would have been to blow the 
dust off the VCR cables. 
After a minute of trying to 
decipher which cable goes in 
which hole, I began to holler 
and throw sticks at the VCR 
like one of the apes at the 
beginning of 2001: A Space 
Odyssey. But as fate would 
have it, an irrational and fran-
tic decis ion to plug the cables 
into random slots magically 
worked, and Keanu Reeves 
became my hero for the next 
two hours. 
Those two hours, however, 
encompass one of the most 
memorable moments in mind-
At the front of 
the bus 
By Hunter Clauss, Editor-in-Chief 
less-action movie history- a 
speeding bus leaping over a 
treacherous pitfall in a high-
way under construction. This 
moment stands still both in 
time and in the minds of any-
one who has watched the film. 
But why? Don ' t cars and other 
automobiles perform similar 
stunts .in countless other action 
movies? Of course they do. So 
why does the bus scene from 
Jennifer ~rider (The Chronicle 
Speed stand out? Because it is 
a metaphor for the future of 
mankind. 
Take into consideration the 
bus driver- his pronounced 
cheek bones and jaw line 
make him the spitting image 
of a Neanderthal. And he is, 
figuratively speaking. The 
driver is our genetic ancestor 
and he 's behind the wheel of a 
bus that is our future-a 
future that is racing toward 
catastrophe at over 50 miles 
per hour. The bus he's driving 
is us, the world, all of 
mankind. 
And there's no escaping. 
from it. Remember the nut bag 
woman who tried to? She was 
blown to bits by the thumbless 
character played by Dennis 
Hopper. We could say thi s 
woman represents the instinc-
tive nature of humans to 
dream about the way things 
used to be, how everything in 
the past seemed much better 
than what awaits us in the 
future . Of course living in the 
past is unprogressive in the 
grand scheme of things, and 
thi s is why the nut bag was 
doomed as soon as she got on 
the bus. 
Like a ll the other passengers 
on board, the best thing to do 
is to go along for the ride . 
Sure, the Neanderthal at the 
wheel represents a genet ic lin-
eage that could very well lead 
to mankind's very own extinc-
tion, but if we're aware of 
those primal urges that lurk in 
our subconscious-the impuls-
es that cause us to smash our 
VCRs when we can' t figure 
out which cable goes where-
. we can get oyer the upcoming 
gap in the highway as long as 
Keanu Reeves is right there at 
our side. 
But until that happens, wel-
come back to Columbia. If 
you' re a new student, I hope 
you' II enjoy reading The 
Chronicle, because if a bus 
driven by a Neanderthal slams 
into any of the school's build-
ings, we can assure you we' ll 
be there to cover it. That's our 
promise to you. But until that 
happens, we'd love to hear 
from you, so feel free to call 
or e-mail us. We ' ll be your 
Keanu Reeves if you' II be our 
Sandra Bullock. 
hclauss@chroniclemail. com 
In Your Opinion 
How do you feel about new intramural 
sports being introduced at Columbia? 
"Actually, I'd. be 
quite excited. It intro-
auces a different per-
spective on things. " 
- Rinska Carrasco, 
freshman. entertainmem 
rnanagmcnt and acting 
"i'm not a big sports 
person, but I thmk it 
would be a great 
addition to the 
school. " 
- Mckenzie Griffin, 
fTeshman, journalism 
"/would be 
incredibly excited. It 
would be absolutely fantastic. " 
- Rachel Nelms. freshman, 
photography 
"/think it would 
attract a different 
type of crowd and it 
would satisfy new 
people at Columbia. " 
-Christopher Friedlich. 
sophomore, theater 
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Doughnut Day 
Free doughnuts will be available to all stu-
dents at the library in the South Campus 
Building, 624 S. Michigan Ave., from 8:30 a.m. · 
to noon on Sept. 6, Students ·need 'to bring.a 
Columbia ID. · 
For more information, contact Heidi Marshall 
at-(312/344-8689. · 
C-Spaces Honors Exhibition. )! 
C-Spaces will present its 14th aJll\Ual Honors ' 
Exhibition from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m, on Sept. 6. The 
display, located in the Hokin Annex of the., 
Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash' Ave., _ 
will feature student wo* nominated by fme art 
faculty members. Admission is ~-
For more information,· contact Nancy Julson 
-at (312)344-7663. ·"' . •· ~ 
Art Walk 
Public receptions will be held from 5 p~~- to 
7 p.m. on Sept. 7 for all C-Sp-ace galleries 
around campus: The event, which displays 
new work from vari~u~ ,~Wists,j~ free ~d ~pen 
to the public. · 
For more information, contact Eloise Dahl at 
(312)344-7663. . . 
First Jam of the Year 
The Music Department: will present its ftrst 
concert of the academic year at 7 p.m. on. Sept. 
6. The free concert in the Conway Center in the 
II 04 Center, .II 04 S. Wabash Ave. will feature a 
student band, The Bullet That Breathe,, and .will 
be headlined by Lucky Boys Confusion. 
For more information; contact Sharod Smith 
at (312)344-7188. 
THE . 
COLUMBIA CHRONICLE , 
If you have an upcoming event or announcement, 
· contact The Chronicle's news desk 
cbronicle@colum.edu 
(312) 344-8964 
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CampUs News 
) 
Seriously, whtire's 
my dodgeba~? . 
year, however, numerous other and how many teams and sports 
lea,ms are being organized under will be up and running. Future 
the Student Athletics Association, funding, whether an increase or a 
an umbrella organization that will decrease, will depend heavily on 
Columbia to offer 
kickball, volleyball, 
other sports 
By Jim Jaworski supp:y ·•II future teams with fund- the success of the first year. 
Assistant Campus News Ed itor ing and marketing. The most important variable 
Columbia's football team will 
take the fie ld this ~om ing year. 
Well, flag football at least. 
· Due to a substantial increase in 
funding and general interest, 
Columbia students will soon have 
a wide variety of sports available 
to choose from, ranging from the 
traditional, such as baseball and 
volleyball, to blacktop classics like 
dodgeball and kickball. Available 
in both club sports and the more 
casual intramural variety, the pres-
ence of athletic competition is 
reaching a height unparalleled in 
Columbia's history. 
"There is defmitely a place for 
sports at Columbia,'' said Dominic 
Cottone, director of Student Life. 
"Now seems like the time to put 
more effort into it." 
The SAA is most often identi- will be how much interest there is 
tied as the Renegades, the stan- from students, said Chris 
dard name for present and future Schroeder, president of the SAA. 
teams." The group has caught the He is optimistic it will be high 
eye of some students and, more due to the previous success of the 
importantly, the Office of baseball and soccer teams 
Student Life, which funds all of "Students would be kind of 
Columbia's organizations. surprised and say to me, ' We 
Most student organizations have a baseball team? What else 
receive a flat rate of $ 1,000 a year do we have?"' he said. 
for operational costs. Each team, if The SAA plans to heavily mar-
operating independently, would ket the new teams to anract p<iten-
receive that funding in addition to tial members. There have been 
whatever fundraising the group some problems in the past with 
could do on its own. Beginning gathering enough members to get a 
this year, the SAA will fund all sport off the ground. 
individual club teams and intramu- "On a few occasions we have 
ral sports, no matter how many, had people come in for volley-
with an annual budget of $ 10,000 ball, but when it came time to 
from the Office of Student Life. get people to sign up, there was 
The funding, like all other student very little [interest]," said Mark 
organizations, comes from student Brticevich, Columbia's Fitness 
activity fees charged to every Director, who oversees intra-
Columbia student. mura l sports. " We have not had 
3 
File 
Both basebll and soccer clubs 
have been at Columbia for a few 
~·ears, managuig to fly under the 
tadar of the school's heavily artis-
tic Sll!dent bodY: This academic 
Titis year is something of a test the success even though a lot of 
run; Cottone said, to gauge how 
much interest there is from students 
Illustration Major Ahmad Lee, takes a jump-shot over J.R. Taylor in a 
pick-up game before last year's intramural basketball league. 
See Sports, Page 8 
As student enrollm..ent increases, 
Colum.bia rushes to" expand 
By Amanda Maurer 
campus News Editor 
As Colum bia's student body 
experiences a 5 percent jump 
and enro llment nears II ,500, the 
college's space crunch will 
become more evident. Since the 
number of buildings and class-
rooms Columbia occupies has 
only slightly increased, simple 
math · proves that the college 
must make some changes for the 
continuously growing student 
population . . 
Tnis fall Columbia has done 
just that by making moves to use 
campus space more efficiently, 
establishing uniform class start 
times and adding student hous-
ing. These small steps wi ll help 
man· ,_.. the crunch until the 
p lann~d Campus Center and 
other buildings are constructed in 
the future. 
"The idea is to recover spaces 
in our campus bui ldings that 
should be primarily focused on 
student learning and academic 
spaces," said Alicia Berg, vice 
president of Campus 
Enviropment. "So gett ing 
offices that can move· off cam-
pus, but close to campus. out of 
the way · [will) help with our 
space crunch for students' learn-
ing spaces." 
As students attend the ir first 
week of classes, they may find 
some new and renovated class-
rooms on campus. Starting this 
semester, certain departments 
will ho ld classes in a newly 
leased ·space on the second floor 
of the building located at 1112 
S. Wabash Ave. 
This past 'summer, the co llege 
worked to transform the leased 
space into two classrooms, a 
dance studio, a theater room and 
a new home for the Center for 
Carmelo Muniz works on sanding a wal! in a new classroom in the 1112 S . Wabash Ave. Building 
on the 2 nd floor. This rc :;m is one of rcil r new classrooms tha t have become solutions to the col-
lege's s pace crunch. 
.•... \ -.. · ·. 
Community Arts Partnerships, an 
organization that unites the col-
lege and area schools with art . 
Moving CCAP from the fifth 
floor of the 33 E. Congress 
Parkway Building to its new 
location created more classroom 
space on campus. 
However, as centers and other 
offices move out of centrally 
located campus bui ldings, some 
feel the distance may impact their 
popularity and influence on cam-
pus. Ever since CCAP moved to 
the south end of campus, the staff 
feels that they will have to work 
harder in order to be known to 
students, said David Flatley, 
executive director of CCAP. 
"We feel like we need to do 
more, we' re going to do more, 
and we 're hopeful that being next 
to these classrooms will make a 
difference," Flatley said. 
But the CCAP staff is hopeful 
that their location will no longer 
be on the edge of campus as the 
college expands, he sa id. Until 
then, they hope to reach the 
dance, fi lm and theater students 
who will be taking classes on the 
floor that they share. 
The college is a lso cons ider-
ing leasing o ffice space at 2 1 8 
S. Wabash Ave. If the plans 
come to fruition, the college 
would transplant offices and 
other . non-student-re lated 
departments into the location, 
which lies a few blocks north of 
the campus's hub. 
Officials have decided to alle-
viate the space crunch perma-
nently by constructing a central-
ly located Campus Center and 
other bui ldings, as stated in the 
See Crunch, Page 8 
·.,; • • ' \i ·, 
Columbia 
creates 
policy 
changes 
Immunization records, 
meal plans, addjdrop 
policies modified 
By Amanda Maurer 
Campus News Editor 
As the new semester kicks into 
gear and students become over-
whelmed with buying books and 
attenping classes, they ' re not the 
only ones preparing for the new 
school year. Columbia officials 
have also been busy updating 
several collegewide policies. 
Students should watch for an 
updated immunization record pol-
icy, the college's new add/drop 
policy and a new meal plan option 
for resident students who don 't 
live in the University Center. 
Officials in the Records Office 
have modified the policy regard-
ing immunization records. If stu-
dents do not send in the required 
information, a hold will be put on 
their OASIS account, which will 
prevent them from registering for 
spring classes. 
Students can check the status 
of thei r account by logging onto 
OASIS. 
In past years, students who 
failed to send in their records 
became subject to a $50 fee, 
which was added to their course 
and fee statement. 
This policy change comes after 
a mumps outbreak in Iowa, 
which made the threat of a com-
municable disease's spread even 
See Polic ies. Page 11 
WELCOME STUDENTS!! 
Find Your Lutheran Home Away From Home at 
Christ the King 
Lutheran Chrc::h, E.LC.A. 
Meet the only E.L.C A. Lutherans in the Loop (psst · that nwans we're 
progrcs~ive and open to all!!) at our pot-lulk picnic celebration!! 
Me~t ,, the ballu:;m at the great lawn at Millennium Park', Jay Pr irzl(er 
l ''avilio,J, 100 N. Mrchi~11 Ave .. downtown, at 5 p.m. em Saturday, Sept. 9. 
j 'Nc wili t0ur Lurie Gardens, cat wonderful home-made food, and listen to the I Lyric Opera under the star~. 
1 UA t>u~ 1114-\..ott.1&e Grove, 113 -King IJrivc, #145-Wilson Michigan Express, 
1 ~601 Hluc h :and 26th, 1121J 'irate, #20-Madison, #211 Stony Island llxprc~s. #6· 
)al"-"'JII l'~ rk bprc\'1). 
Red l.in•; train ('! tate/La ke) , llrown Line tra111 (State/L.rkc), Blue Li ne trJ in 
I<Ja rk/Lakc) . Clretn l.inl' train (St,rtc/ l.akc), Purple l.ine train (Stutc/Lakc) , 
I Orangr Line train ('ltatc/l.akc), Mctr.r train (Mctr,r Eln trill orrc to R.rndolph I .,  I
I 
I 
Chri~t the King Luthcrnn Church, IU.C.. A. 
www.( ,hi< .rgoLoopl.uthtr.rr r ~.lO f ll 
I I '; 17 '1. MidriKHII Ave .. 'lrw11d floor 
I 
r, ,,,, ( 11!1 ~ I Mnry '• ' '"'"''· lllllllr/lll.lll ln~l' !ill' rii'VIIIIII '"''"' '1'11111tlflt1{11) 
I ,lrH .rV,1 II f,IJf,ll'• 
I l' ,' 1 '/1'1 17 /0 
l't·v •,,,,If I """'""Y. . I', , ~ t • ll 1·. rrr .11l • hrrr l •u r y,C•t•,orJI,,r ~ l. llc l 
• '•orml.ry <.,1·r VIII'' .tl I() ,, 111 . 
• 1/>./'/. ' •,., V II · ·~ tlw I ~ I .r11d '·rd '>l llll l.ry of t'•H h rr rorrth 
• ·~rrr,d .ry '>1 hool for 1 hildrr rr .ry,rq II 1.' .rt '1 .1 "• 11.111. 
Weare 
olumbla's art store, 
open seven days 
a week 
50% on A.A. canvas 
40%on 
Golden Acrvllcs 2n.a~ 
LIQUII8X ACrviiCS 2R.• 
W&N Galleria & 
Winton 2oo• 
20% Student Dl c 
29 E. Balbo 3 1 2.2Q~.~ 1 00 
Corn r of Balbo & Wabaah 
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U.S. Cellular® gets me ... so I can always get the score. 
ATHLETICS.COLUM.EDU 
Re 
tf ouaa£aT s .. oaTs 
Baoeball - Cyclln& - Soccer - Wrestlln& - Women's Crooo Country 
tf o•aa£aT S .. OaTS laT£a£STS 
Studento are currently In the 
pr.,.... of ataf1lnC The teama to 
the rt~ Plo ... vlolt our webolte 
H you are lntereoted In playln& or 
partlclpatlnt on any olllie teama 
lloted. 
tf •••o••o••••Ts 
Toyouts lor the Baoeballteam will be on 
Saturday, September 9th and SUnday, 
September 10th. They will be held at 
Grant Pork, (Balbo & Columbua) ct 
10:00AM. There may be two toama thlo 
year! · 
-Toyouts lor the Soccer team will be on 
Seturdoy, September 9"' and Sunday, 
September 1()00, Check the woboltelor 
Information! 
T..W. . F.t-PttchSoftbiiii - 18·So~ 
Volleyboll 
Women's Belketbatl - Men's &Mketball 
FloCFootboi · R-Iboll 
Women's Lac:to.. - Ultimete Frt.bM -
ChHrlMdlnC- Men's era- Country 
The Rene&ades are lookJn& for anyone 
lntereoted In beln& our Marketlnf-Evenb 
coordinator! 
Pleue vtslt the website If you are 
Interested. 
Student Athletloi-
(R-cocleo) 
The ReneM&dea are lookln& for sponaoBI 
H your buolneM would like to sponsor 
Club Spoota, ple8M email us at 
MMII•• ..... 
Slud .. t Alb lelia A<so<ialioa (R••ecad .. ) 
1104 S. Wabaab Lo .. er Level Otr~ee A 
"ft. US. Cellular 
We connect with you: 
getusc.com 
1·888·buy·uscc 
5 
6 
Gay and 
the City 
By Hunter Clauss 
Editor-in-Chief 
Whether you're looking for a 
1!a' I.!Oth cuv who listens to 
Sk.int~y Pup-py or a line-dancing 
lesbian who knows the lyrics to 
Dollv Parton ·s " Jolene." 
chan~es are Kathie Bergquist 
and Robert McDonald know a 
place where you might find 
them . 
Bergquist and McDonald are 
co-authors of A Fil'ld Guide to 
Gay & Ll'sbian Chicago. which 
is a guidebook for anyone want-
ing to discover Chicago's diverse 
gay and lesbian community. 
From downtown Chicago to 
Andersonville. Bergquist and 
McDonald vi sited numerous 
GLBT-friendly restaurants. bars. 
theaters and nightclubs to give 
readers a comprehensive guide to 
the city. 
One of the challenges that 
McDonald had while writing 
portions of the guidebook con-
cerned entries on clubs and bars 
where sex took place. Both 
writers didn't want such estab-
lishments to become entangled 
in legal issues with the c ity. but 
they felt these places needed to 
be included for readers interest-
ed in that particular scene. 
" We wanted people who are 
into having sex in bars to know 
the places where the~ could go. ·· 
\1cDonald said. 
But A Freid Gurde tn Gm· & 
Lesbran Chrcagu ts not JU>t a 
book of li sti ngs for tou ri s ts. 
Bergqui st and McDonald 
decided to write themselves into 
the book's narrati\C tn o rder to 
Andrew Nefles(The Chronicle 
Kathie Bergquist and Robert McDonald, authors of 'A Gay and Lesbian Field Guide to Chicago' inside one of their favorite restau-
raunts, Cornelia's, 748 W. Cornelia Ave. 
make the descriptions of places 
more lively and entertaining. 
"I think that when we make 
recommendations for places. it's 
only fair for the readers to have 
a sense of who we are and where 
we're coming from, " Bergquis t 
said, who received her B.A. in 
creative writing from Columbia 
and is currently enrolled as a 
g raduate s tudent in the Fiction 
Writing Department. 
While she has experience 
writing for publications such as the 
Chtcago Reader and Curve. 
Bergquist said she used techniques 
she learned in Colw11bia 's Fiction 
Writing Department to help her 
write A Frt'id Cirudc to Gay & 
Lesbian Chicago. 
"The one thing that has really 
been an asse t for me is the 
experience of completely large 
projects. which is something 
that [the Fiction Wri ting 
Department) really empha-
sizes ... she sa id . 
Randall Albers. the chair for 
Columbia 's Fiction Writing 
Department, said that the meth-
ods taught at Columbia are not just 
applicable for writing fiction. He 
said that while the techniques are 
taught in regard to fiction, the 
same writing exercises can be 
used in any story-telling medium. 
McDonald and Bergquist's 
decision to tackle such a long-
(. It I (. A 0 0 
term project was a result of 
multiple factors. Both authors 
were aware of how out-of-date 
most online guides are, and for a 
city with an estimated 2.8 
mill ion people living in it. they 
felt Chicago needed an adequate 
gay and lesbian guide in time for 
the Gay Games . which took 
place over the summer. 
Having two authors working 
on the same book was not a 
major cha llenge for Bergquist 
and McDonald. Each writer 
worked o n a specific section. 
but both writers edited and 
contributed information to each 
portion of the book. 
"A lot of the times we were try-
ing to make each other laugh," 
McDonald said. "I thought that 
if it passed the Kathie test, then 
it probably worked well." 
McDonald and Bergquist were 
able to find places through 
word-of-mouth and research both 
online and through local GLBT 
newspapers and other local media. 
Even though A Field Guide to 
Gay & Lesbian Chicago was 
released in June, readers have 
already asked Bergquist and 
McDonald when a new edition for 
the book will come out. For now, 
though. both writers have decided 
to work on other projects. 
hclauss@chroniclemail.com 
NeW.imitiative--to-
sparR. critical ideas 
By Hayley Graham : • can affect everyone, Dominic are affected by the disease need to 
Edltcir-ln-:(:hlef · Cottone, the director of Student wi.ke up. 
staiting this academic year, 
Columbia is launching an umbrel-
la civic engagementdrort aimed at 
educating the college community 
on global isSues: The program, 
called Critical . Encounters, will 
first tackle issues revolving around 
HIVandAIDS. 
Critical Encounters is a col-
Jegewide initiative that will be 
incorporated into SPCCial events 
and some classes on ·a voluntary 
basis. Amy Hawkins, .an. English 
Department faculty member who 
worlcs with Critical Encounters, 
has been at the hub of planning 
since last' October when a task 
force was created for developing 
the program. 
"Critical Encounters is a way of 
addressing these issues in more 
complex ways by sparking honest, 
compl~x and critical conversations 
and by inviting students to figure 
out how their art effects change," 
Hawkins said. 
The task iorce, consisting of 
appointed · faculty members and 
student leaders, has planned 
Critical Encounters as a three-
year cycle, beginning with HIV 
and AIDS. 1be second year will 
build upon that and focus on 
roverty and privilege, since HlV 
and AIDS are o f the many issues 
that fall under that focus. The last 
year of the eycle wi ll encompass 
both of these issues by examining 
human r igh:s. The goal for 
Ctitie<-J Enccl!llters is to be an 
ongoi9g projec; tackling current 
global concerns. 
Even though HIV and AIDS 
Leadership, who is in charge of Kopelson 's collaberation with 
student collaboration for the Laurence Minsky, a faculty mem-
Critical Encounters task force, said ber in Columbia's Marketing 
that the hardest challenge is going Communications Department, is 
• to be getting everyone on. hoard what sparked the Critical 
with educating how they can pro- Encounters program. Minsky 
teet themselves from this disease. teaches an ad agency class where 
Cottone has been working with students work on real projects for 
the executive board of the Student real clients. For the past few years, 
Organizational Council to get stu- the class has been working on 
dents planning around HN and event campaigns for the TPAN. 
AIDS and to incorporate the theme Kopelson came up with the idea to 
into existing events. in~orporate the focus into 
"I wou\d hope that the end ColU1)lbia 's School of Performing 
result is that we have educated Arts, but after pitching the idea to 
enough students on campus that administrators, they felt it was an 
they increase their protection, important idea that needed to be 
they continue to use protection used collegewide. 
and that they safeguard each "You can't create something 
other on ·the disease," Cottone without knowing about it and 
said. . internalizing it," Kopelson said. 
Though most people percieve "When you have to create some-
HIV ·and AIDS as only affecting thing, you've got to know enough 
certain demographics, most col- about it to know what you're 
lege students fall into the age doing." · 
bracket with the highest increase in Hawkins said Critical 
the number of people infected with Encounters will challenge the 
HIV and AIDS. People under the Columbia community to actually 
age of25 make up 50 percent of all create change as communicators, 
new HIV cases in the United artists and media makers. 
States, according to Danny 1bis will be the third year that 
Kopelson, director of marketing students in the class will be creal-
for Test Positive Aware Network. ing the campaign for TPAN's Ride 
"A lot of young people think for AIDS, a fundrais ing bike ride 
they are invincible and they aren't to Wisconsin and back. The class 
really thinking that what brings may also be developing a cam-
them pleasure could also endanger paign to get college students tested 
them," Kope!son said. for HIV and AIDS. 
Lott Hill, assistant director for Critical Encounters is not being 
Civic Engagement at the Center funded by one specific department 
for Teaching Excellence, is the or organization since it is a col-
community leader on the Critical l~gewide program. So far, the pro-
Encounters task force and said gram has a budget of about 
youngpeoplewhodon'tthink they $I2,000. However, the Center for 
l. ; ! 
••n lrfer•etlu ~••te~t hCl'cllllghlaiLtdu 
C:~LU.M~A C6LLE6£ RECYCUN& PRO&RAM 
Columbia o 
COLL!Q£ CHICAGO 
.1. 
• 
Critical Encounters launch events 
1hldy Mops- S.pt. s.oa. 13 • 
O,.nl11g reception 5·7 p.m. S.pt. 7. 
C·Spac.s Gallery, 33 l. Cotlgr.ss Pkwy. 
8Hy Maps is ti'OYIIin.g exhibit of life-size self portraits of 
South Africaa worn.ea with HIV and AIDS tliat documented 
their lives. 
Jnlormotltm Strttion#- 17·3 p.m. Sept. 6. 
Cempas lvilding Lobbies 
Stations stt up across cam.pvs will provide info about Critical 
E.aco11nters. 
Fotfllty Rellding. 4·5:30 p.m. Sept. 7 . 
Ferguson Tlleattr, 600 S. Michigan An. 
Writings on HIV and AIDS by David Triaidad, Tony Trigilio and 
loft Hill. 
Assigning HIV & AIDS in the OossrtHitn- 1·4 p.m. Sept. 8.· 
·Faculty Center, 8th flaor, ~00 S. Michigan Ave. 
Participants will ltarn woys to incorporate HIV and AIDS into 
the curricula. 
Barebotk into the Sunset 
Performance for Columbia students aad faculty: 7 p.m. Sept. 
13. All other performances: 8 p.m. Sept. 14-Sept. 16. 
7 
A dance performance iafustd with narrative devices revolved · 
around the HIV I AIDS ~risis. Discounted and free tickets are 
will be available for students and faculty. 
AIDS Walk Chicago- Sept. ~ 6. 
Meet in front of 600 S. Michigan Ave. at a a.m.; walk begins at 
9 a.m. Students, faculty and staff can join Critical Encounters 
leapt Columbia by signing up online. 
Teaching Excellence is funding 
classroom initiatives, including 
educating faculty members. 
"We as an institution are very 
much made up of socially con-
scious and socially responsible 
people from our president to our 
provost, to our department chairs 
and the faculty and staff, and I 
would argue our students as 
well," Hill said. " I think [Critical 
Encounters] fits here." 
Since the art community was 
among those hit ftrst by HIV and 
AIDS, Hill said that it makes sense 
for Columbia to take on this issue. 
He has been working with AIDS 
Foundation Chicago and TPAN to 
help shape the programming so it's 
l 
responsive to what is happening m 
the community with HlV and 
AIDS. 
Mark Kelly, vice president of 
Student Affairs, hopes that at the 
end of the year there is a col-
Iegewide sense that the commu-
nity has dug deep into a complex 
issue and has grown as an institu-
tion because of it. 
" I think [Critical Encounters) 
will be very well received 
because it's going to be an inte-
grated learning experience," 
Kelly said. " It's an intellectual 
journey that the entire college is 
a part of." 
Thursday September 7 
All Mu!'c Student Convocation 
10:00 
*All mu ic students are required 
to attenf:l qne of the convocations. 
The Yellowjackets in Concert 
12:30 PM 
RESERVATIONS REQUIRED 312-344-6300 
The Yellowjackets in Concert 
2 :00PM 
RESERVATIONS REQUIRED 312-344-6300 
All events are f ree. For more info: 312/344-6300 
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Loan interest jump causing 
more debt for students 
By Jim Jaworski 
Assistant Campus News Editor 
While student loans have 
become more expensive for stu-
dents than in recent years, the 
financial burden has also become 
much more predictable. 
On July I, the interest rates for 
Stafford loans, the most common 
federal student loan in the nation, 
was set at a ftxed interest r::ac of 6.8 
percent for the 2006-07 academic 
year. and will continue to be at that 
rate until 2012. Students are locked 
in at 6.8 percent, an increase of 2.1 
percent over last year. throughout 
the life of their loans. About 5,500 
Columbia students use federal 
fmancial aid, according to Student 
Financial Services, because the 
rates sti II tend to be better than with 
private loans. 
The new rate. set by the Higher 
Education Act signed by President 
Bush in February. is the highest for 
federal loans since 2000-0 I, when it 
was at 7.59 percent while a student 
is in school and 8. 19 percent while 
in the repayment period. which 
begins six months after the student 
graduates. Although there is now no 
difference in rates whether or not 
the student is in school. the student 
still receives the six-month grace 
period before repayment begins. 
The new rates have created a 
debate on how beneficial or detri-
mental this may be for college stu-
dents. On one hand, the rates are 
drastically higher than a few years 
ago. In 2004-05, the in-school rate 
was 2.77 percent and the repay-
ment rate " a-' 3.37 percent, both 
the lowest ir. the history of Stafford 
federal loans. On the other hand, 
the rate is now fixed throughout 
the life of the loan, making it easi-
er for students to plan their finan-
cial future. 
Rebecca Thompson, legislative 
director of the United States 
Student Association, a student 
advocacy group, said the new rates 
are unreasonably high given how 
low they have been ir: the past five 
years. 
" We would like a lower interest 
rate cap, so that students, if they do 
get these locked rates, are still get-
ting better interest rates on their 
loans," she said. ''That 's more 
money for them . I don 't foresee 
I interest rates) go ing down any-
time too soon." 
Thompson added that many 
2% 
groups, including the USSA, have 
been trying to get Congress to 
lower interest rates. Unfortunately, 
she said, gaining support has been 
difficult because there is much 
resistance from consolidation 
groups· and private lenders, whose 
interest rates tend to be directly 
related to federal loans. 
"'fl1e lenders play a huge role in 
this. !!'s not just students at the 
table fighting for it," she said. 
"Lenders have their own interests, 
especially when so many students 
are going through these private 
loans. There are arguments on both 
sides and as long as lenders play 
such a huge role, it won' t be as 
easy for us to get that decrease." 
Since the rate increase has 
already occurred, and consolida-
tion at last year's rate is no longer 
possible, there is not much a stu-
dent can do to avoid the new rates, 
said Tim Bauhs, executive director 
of Student Financial Services at 
Columbia. While his office cannot 
avoid the rate increase, he said, 
Columbia will do what it can to 
"We are doing the best 
with what they gave us." 
-Tim Bauhs, 
executive director of Student 
Financial Services 
counsel students on how to cope 
with the new rates, advising them 
on what their best financial aid 
options are. 
"We are doing the best we can 
" 1th what the> ~;ave us.'' he said. 
The problem has increased, 
Bauhs said, because with tuition 
steadily rising the government has 
not made an equal amount of extra 
money available. So not only are 
students paying more, they are 
receiving less. 
D-Je lo the new increase and rising 
tuition, students will be paying more 
per month than in the past, said Luke 
Swarthout, higher education advo-
cate for the Public Interest Research 
Group. Swarthout, who researches 
federal policy involving colleges stu-
dents, believes the government 
should be counteracting rising 
tuition with lower rates so students 
do not face such a massive deb! 
coming out of school. 
" More and more of the cost of 
college is being put on the backs of 
the students," he said. " In the 
1% 
- Repayment Interest Rates 
In Schoollntere~t Rates 
PLUS Loans Interest Rates 
0% 
ACADEMIC YEAR 
worst circumstances, it can lead to 
default, ruined credit and wage 
garnishment." 
Swarthout added that higher 
interest rates means more now 
than it did ·in years past. 
"Having the interest rate at 6.8 
percent, with overall loan volume 
so high, it's certainly unprecedent-
ed," he said. "[Interest rates] have 
certainly been much higher, so 
some people may make the argu-
ment that interest rates have been 
much higher before. But what we 
have seen recently is that there is 
such an extension in overall debt 
that interest rates matter so much 
more than they have before." 
File One advantage of the new sys-
tem is that students now know 
exactly what the rate will be for the 
life of their loaRs. ln the past, stu-
dents were not guaranteed the rate 
they had when they first received 
the loan. Even if the federal loans 
were taken out when rates were 
extremely low, the rates would still 
Roosevelt graduate Raymond Thomas and Ahmad Lee, an 
illustration major at Columbia, practice for intramural basketbal 
last year at Roosevelt University's Hennan Crown Center, 425 S. 
wabash Ave. 
rise or fall on July I. 
" It is conceivable that the inter-
est rates could have kept going up 
and up," Bauhs said. " In that 
~Sports: 
New teams, sports 
to be introduced 
sense, people know exactly what Continued from Front Page 
they are getting in'to when they 
borrow money, knowing that it is people say, ' What about volley-
not going to change." ball?"' 
Before the Higher Education Act Schroeder is optimistic about 
of 2006, federal student loans the number of future Columbia 
changed each year based on the sale athletes because of the variety of 
of 9 1-day Treasury bills. Each May, competition in . both types of 
when the most recent T-bill became sports and intensity. 
avai lable, the federal government ··we don 't want to be too tradi-
would set a rate directly related to tiona!, with overly competitive 
the sales. then tack on an extra rate, athletes." he said. " We don 't want 
called the spread. to exclude anyone. We will help 
Since 1998. the spread has been , , them get involved if they .want to 
set at 1.7 percent for in-school rates be less intense." 
and 2.3 percent for repayment rates. One option for students with a 
For example, for the 2003-04 aca- more casual approach to athletics 
demic year, the rate for T-bills in will be intramurals, he said, which 
May of 2003 was 1.21 percent. have been at Columbia for years. 
Kickball, dodgeball and flag 
football are some that will be 
available, along with volleyball 
and soccer for those who are inter-
ested in the sport but lack the time 
to devote to the team . . 
Schroeder is also sensitive to 
the general lack of interest with 
sports at an art school. He has 
tried to work hand in hand with 
Columbia to make sports a part 
of college life instead of an out-
side entity. All teams, for exam-
ple, will have the look and feel 
generated by Columbia's color 
palette- maroon with silver-
blue. 
As far as how well athletics 
will take hold at Columbia, it will 
take time to tell. , '· 
"For now i(s ,club .SP<?tl~/' and 
will be probably for the next five 
to I 0 years," Cottone said. "After 
that, we'll just watt and see." 
jjaworslci@chroniclemail. com 
Adding the spread, the interest rates -----------------------
became 2.82 percent and 3.42 per-
cent, respectively. 
Regardless of the sale ofT-bills, 
however, rates had been capped at 
8.25 percent since 1994. 
While students are now set in 
their interest rates, Bauhs added 
Crunch: 
More students put 
Columbia In pinch 
that is not much more than a silver Continued from Page 3 
lining. . 
"Any time interest rates go up, 
it's not good for students," he said. 
"Now they have to borrow more to 
pay us to go to school." 
jjuworslci@chroniclemt,Jil.com 
Jonnttar Crldtor/ Th• Ctnontclo 
college's Master Plan. 
Until then, individual depart-
ments must make due with the 
space they have. 
Wh.ile planning the fall semes-
ter, many departments were 
impacted by the space crunch. 
Officials in the Theater 
Department realized they had a 
handful of fa ll courses that did not 
have c lassrooms to meet in, 
according 10 Sheldon Patinkin, 
chair of the department. However, 
they hnvc found avai lable class-
room spnce nftcr some clnsses 
were canceled due to low enroll-
ment and the newly renovated 
building at 2 18 S. Wabash Ave. 
Last year Columbia's cl!ISsroom 
usage study revenled that hundreds 
of rooms throughout campus were 
not scheduled cfllcienlly. Many 
were schcdnlcd fbr a cltiSs during 
lhc week, but then would sit 
unused for n whole day. Ofliclals 
expect this to drnsticnlly change 
once the collcgcwidc unifonn stan 
times bc11in, which will tnkc cf1bct 
by the sprin11 2007 semester. By 
crcntin11 olliolnl timcslots, a 
l!t"Ctl!cr numlx•r uf dnssrooms will 
hu nvniluhlo mnril ll-equont ly for 
clussos durln11 lho woc.1k . This 
should mnko it cn.~icr fhr 8Mhmt~ 
l<l lllllll'll out their ~chcdules since 
chl~~ sturt nnd cml thncs shuuld 111) 
longer overlap. 
"Most departments really were 
working on variations of schedules 
that were really just local to them-
selves," said Ann Foley, associate 
provost for administration in the 
Oflic:e of the Provost. 
Cumntly there aren't any plans 
to perfonn another classroom 
usage study. However, Foley said 
that reviewing that infonnation 
will become routine .. 
The continuing inf1ux of stu-
dents has also impacted the 
amount of available on-campus 
housing. This fall more than 2,300 
students will be living on campus 
with an increased number living at 
the University Center of Chicago, 
S2S S. State St., and the 2 E. 8th St. 
Building, since the college 
acquired additional rooms in each. 
In addition, more than I 00 stu-
dents will be living at Roosevelt 
University's Herman Crown 
Residence Hnll, 425 S. Wnbash Ave. 
Contrary to rumors that 
Columbia will soon lose donn 
spnce for aprol<imatly 750 stu-
dents in tho 2 E. 8th St. Building, 
Bllrg snid that Columbia still has 
sevcrnl more ycnrs with the 
building's lease. 
"There's nothing that hns been 
closed." Borg said. " o we're floe 
this ycnr and we' re worldna on 
omc other stu IT maybe fur ne.-tt 
ycnr." 
Berg snld she could not yet 
comment on 1\ttunl proj~ts fbr 
student housina. but lll<'ntioncd 
lhnt the collcllo is phlllnh\i oh~N~d 
for more housh'i oppmtunitles. 
11/HIIHntr(l I'MIIIk/~ltlllif. coM 
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Break-in: 
No suspects in 
center break-in 
Continued from Front Page 
Apple computers were taken dur-
ing the break-in, commenting that 
PC companies could use ' 'They 
won't steal it!" as a slogan. 
Matthews said one cumputer 
stolen contains ·'sensitive informa-
tion" such as students· OASIS ID 
numbers, phone numbers and 
addresses, but no Social Security 
numbers. · 
However, he assured that all 
information stored on the com-
puter is protected by a I 0-letter 
and number combination that 
should prevent it from being 
accessed. He also said that no 
student work was damaged or 
taker. during the break-in. 
A small metal bracket on the door 
was also installed to prevent any 
object~ being placed into the frame. 
"It makes [it] a little harder to 
put your crowbar in but that's all," 
Long said. 
Mark Kelly, vice president of 
Student Affairs, said that steps are 
being taken to produce a more 
secure system for the center. 
"There is going to be a· meet-
ing with several parties to make 
some sort of plan," Kelly said. 
"We are working with Campus 
Environment, too, from this 
[day] forward to make sure this 
doesn 't happen again." 
However, the meeting is yet to 
be scheduled, leaving the center 
protected by only minor changes 
in its security. 
Martha Meegan, director of 
Campus Safety, said that cameras 
are being ins'talled all around cam-
pus, including the Wabash 
Campus Building, but wouldn't 
comment on where or when they 
were being installed. "It really seemed like the 
thieves weren't here to get per-
sonal information," Matthews 
said. "It seemed like they were 
here to get equipment." 
The only personal item taken 
from the center were Long 's 
swimming trunks. 
She also is awaiting the meeting 
between the Portfolio Center and 
Kelly to discuss further security 
measures. 
Meegan continues to question 
who is to blame for the theft. 
Michael Jareckl/The Chronicle 
Top left: A Wells Fargo Alarm Services sticker is advertised on the door to the Portfolio Center. Top 
right: A metal bracket was installed after the July break-in. Bottom: A view inside the Portfolio Center 
where the reported theft occurred. The door to the left is a supply room and was also broken into. 
Long and Matthews continue 
to worry about the lack of secu-
rity at the center and how to pro-
tect students ' work. 
A red sticker is now on the 
front of the door that reads 
"Wells Fargo Alann Systems" 
but the center has no actual 
alarm system, according to a 
receptionist at the Portfolio 
Center, Audrey Mahowald. 
Adding to the suspicion that 
Columbia lacks adequate securi-
ty, an ADT Security spokes-
woman said Wells Fargo Alarm 
Systems was bought out by 
ADT in 1998. 
Although police have · not 
labeled it an inside job, Meegan 
said she wonies that with all the 
open-access given to construction 
workers to Columbia's buildings, 
suggesting they. could have had 
something to do with it. 
"What makes it precarious here 
is there are contractors working 
outside in our alley over at Spertus 
and Blacl--.stone who,. in their 
working, are literally looking into 
our windows," Meegan said. 
Although, losing four out of six 
computers created weeks of back-
up, Matthews said the center is 
now caught up with digitizing stu-
dent work into the Columbia 
archives. 
"It 's taking a long time to get 
back up to speed," Long said. 
"And it's an unsettling feeling 
that someone went through your 
personal things and left what 
they didn 't want." 
All equipment has been 
replaced since the break-in. 
According to Long, despite the 
fact that Columbia's insurance 
covered most of the losses, the 
Portfolio Center had previously 
depleted its budget. Because of 
this, they were forced to turn to 
the Department of Student 
Affairs for the remaining costs. 
jzimmerman@chroniclemail.com 
Festival: 
Students dive 
into social scene 
Continued from Front Page 
commuter campus are so far 
gone," Kelly said. "We are here 
to remind people we are not a tra-
ditional academic environment." 
One Columbia alum, Dan 
Schwartload, showcased his 
own creativity through "serving 
synesthesia," edible paper that 
represents different tastes that 
relate to different environments. 
For example, a carnival is rep-
U--P ASS 
Fall Distribution 
resented through the taste of 
popcorn. 
Freshman Felicia Dunn 
enjoyed the social aspect of the 
event while waiting among other 
students for the free hot dogs, 
cold pork barbecue sandwiches 
and veggie burgers. 
"You see a lot of people you will 
be going to class with and then 
when you have class with them, 
you will already be introduced," 
Dunn said. 
Friedrich said she hoped stu-
dents discovered what Columbia 
has to offer in a fun and social 
way through convocation. 
jzimmerman@chronii:lemail.com 
33 E. CONGRESS BUILDING 6TH FLOOR 
NEW STUDENTS: 
33 E. Congress Building, 6th Floor 
RETURNING _STUDENTS: 
(Those who had aU-Pass last semester and 
early registered.) 
33 E. Congress Building, 6th Floor 
Distf'ibution Location 
33 E. Congf'ess Building, 6th Floor 
September 5 
September 6 
September 7 
September 11 
September 12 
(Due to constf'uction. the 33 E. Congress Building will be a one-time distribution 
location. We apo_logize (or the inconvenience.) 
fiemembef': U-Passes are activated Septembef' 5th. 
If you use your U-Pass pf'iOf' to the activation date, 
youf' caf'd will be captured. 
10am to 6pm 
10am to 6pm 
10am to 6pm 
10 am to 6pm 
10am to 6pm 
take it. 
10 
ATTENTION 
Students, Staff & Faculty 
National Payroll Week September 4-8 , 2006 
~t. Cl I Citibank Presents Workshops Regarding ... 
Wednesday September 6, 2006 
Thursday 
Where: 
1 0:00 am Retirement Planning 
Vicky Deshazier 
11 :30 am Student Loans 
Michelle Mitchell 
2:00 pm Home Buying 
Ester Lee 
September 7, 2006 
1 0:00 am 529 Plans 
Vicky Deshazier 
2:00 pm Student Loans 
Michelle Mitchell 
The Cqlumbia Chronicle 1 September 5, 2006 
600 South Michigan, Room 401 RSVP your attendance to Marvianna Maragos Payroll Office: 312-344-7892 mmaragos@colum.edu 
Columbia COLLEGE C H C A G 0 
INNOVATION IN THE V ISUAL, PERFORMING , MEDIA , AND COMMUNICATION ARTS 
For FACULTY AND STAFF 
The Center tor Teaching Excellence and Office of Human Resources are co-sponsoring 
Study Abroad Summer J-Term 2007 at 
The Kukulcan Educational Spanish Community · 
Cuernavaca, Mexico 
Alllwl•ofl, h()o l-lll trull. tr iV.t" •V.o •;o uruo•. l.tught hy th1ttv._. t~ JJOII I\orl.\, c ultwn l 
WfJI ~ ·.hqp• . rl i ii WIIIV.. l,f)Oklfl·~· l), u k JH11111111p., IIHJ' \Ir. lwdlllonn l 11111f lll ,ll\t', 
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Lawsuit: 
Former teacher 
sues Columbi~ 
cites discrimination 
Continued from Front Page 
The core of the lawsuit p~icu­
larly focuses on hm·t Thall and 
Columbia handled Shepp's tenure 
review. Hired as a full-time faculty 
member in 200 I, Shepp, a 
Fulbright scholar who had previ-
ously exhibited his works in the 
United States as well as Colombia 
and Indonesia, received high 
reviews in his 2002 annual review, 
according to the complaint. 
Shepp also received accolades 
in his 2003 annual eva luation, 
including meeting the college's 
standards " in the area of teaching, 
professional activity and service," 
according to the complaint. 
Keith Kostecka, the president of 
Columbia College Faculty 
Organization, said that teaching 
and curriculum included student 
reviews; creative endeavo rs 
involved published papers, arti-
cles, films or whatever fi ts the pro-
fessor's specialty; and service 
work included commitments to the 
college and outside community. 
Kostecka also said that no one 
category was more important than 
the others. 
"There is no set formula for 
each particular category," he said . 
Kostecka could not discuss 
specifics about the lawsuit, but 
noted: " As the CCFO president, I 
do not feel that Accra was fairly 
evaluated." 
He later added: "Given the time 
that Accra had soent at Columbia 
College, I fount! ·it unusua: that he 
left under the circumstances that 
he did." 
According to Sherp's attorney, 
Thomas D. Rosenwcin of Gordon, 
Glickman, Flesch & Rosenwein, 
the controversy began in 2004 
when Thall allegedly held a secret 
meeting with Leonard Lehrer, the 
Policies: 
Immunization, 
class drops revised 
Continued from Page 3 
more real istic, said Marvin Cohen , 
director of the Records Office. 
" We want to be sure that we 
don 't have a recurrence of that 
type of thing here,'' Cohen said. 
"So we want to be a little stricter 
on the policy." 
To make students and their fam-
ilies more aware of the pol icy 
change, the Records Office has 
sent out postcards and started an 
automated phone campaign. 
The new immunization records 
policy falls among a few other 
changes Columbia has to help 
students begin the new semester 
without being penalized wi th 
fees. 
Officials in Student Financial 
.Services have transformed 
Columbia's add/drop policy into 
one s imi lar to or.her colleges'. 
Beginnin~ ti.is semesKr, stu-
dents can drop classes by the sec-
ond week without being charged 
for the class. However, if the 
course is dropped after the second 
week of class, students will be 
charged full tuition. 
Colum~ia 's orig inal tutt ton 
reduction schedule allowed stu-
dents to drop a class the first week 
without any charge. As the weeks 
dean of the School of Fine & 
Performing Arts and Steve 
Kapelke, the provost and vice 
president for Academic Affairs, 
well prior to Shepp's annual 
tenure-track review. 
Rosenwein also claimed that a 
letter existed from Thall which 
indi<:<.\Cd that Shepp met the 
tenure requirements. However, 
Rosenwein also said this letter 
indicated that ,Thall set out to find 
some other way to get rid o f him . 
Thall a lleged ly referred to Shepp 
as a "poor academic fit" in this 
letter, and that served as the rea-
son for not renewing Shepp's 
contract. Rosenwein also said 
that Lehrer and Kapelke received 
this letter. 
Rosenwein explained that the 
"academic fit" label arises when 
the college has financial problems 
and cannot afford to maintain a 
program, a particular class or 
department is no longer needed, or 
the professor has not been follow-
ing the tenure criteria. Rosenwein 
said the "academic fit'' criteria did 
not apply to Shepp. 
" We think it's a pure pretext; 
there's no basis for it," Rosenwein 
said. Shepp's non-renewal "clear-
ly didn 't fit into any of that." 
Rosenwein, who called Thall's 
letter "a smoking gun," refused to 
provide a copy to The Chronicle. 
The complaint also a lleged that 
Shepp was discriminated against 
because he is black. The complaint 
noted that Thall ·criticized Shepp 
for working with black youths on 
Chicago's West Side for a commu-
nity service project; however, 
Thall d id not criticize a non-black 
professor for s imilar work in a 
Latino school. 
"Thall directly to ld Shepp he 
didn't want him doing that stuff," 
Roser•wein said. 
Ri»cnwein did not know if 
Thall told this to Shepp orally or in 
a memo. 
When reached by telephone, 
Thall declined to discuss the case. 
Lehrer received a recommen-
dation from Thall not to renew 
Shepp's teaching contract in 
December 2004. Shepp then 
progressed, students would have to 
pay an increasingly larger percent-
age of the class cost. 
" It's in everyone's interest to 
end this confusing four-week drop 
period," Cohen said. 
This decision came after a 
study conducted last year 
revealed few students dropped 
classes after the second week. In 
previous years, those who 
dropped by the second week were 
charged 20 percent of the course 
cost. This led to a number of stu-
dents who came in to appeal the 
charges, said Pearl Natali, coun-
seling manager for the Student 
"It 's in everyone's best 
interest to end this 
confusing four-week 
drop period." 
-Marvin Cohen, 
directo r of the Records 
Office 
Financial Services Office. 
Last year, about 1,000 students 
made changes to their schedules 
afte: t'le fi rst week of classes, 
accor<iing to Natal i. She said the 
number of students that waited to 
drop a class by the fourth week fell 
to 90. 
"After reviewing everyone who 
was involved, changing the drop 
policy to the first two weeks would 
actually benefit a larger amount of 
students," Natali said. 
The new drop policy wi ll not 
only simplifY the process for stu-
I 
J{ 
appea led this non-renewal propos-
al to the Elected Representatives 
to the College, an appeal commit-
tee for facul ty, according to the 
complaint . 
Joan Erdman, a tenured faculty 
member in the Liberal Education 
Department, sat on the ERC dur-
ing the Shepp hearings. Erdman, 
who attended all four meetings. 
said that the ERC acts as a "gri ev-
ance committee" for faculty. 
There are no regu larly scheduled 
meetings; instead, meetings are 
only held when a faculty member 
files a compla int. 
However, Erdman could not 
comment on the Shepp case. 
"One o f the things that make 
this a workable process is that it's 
confidential ,'' Erdman said. 
At the time o f the Shepp hear-
ings, the ERC consisted of three 
tenured faculty members and three 
department chairs. Currently, four 
tenured facul ty members sit on the 
dents who receive financial aid, 
but also provide them enough time 
to figure out their finances. 
Columbia's current drop policy 
is now comparable to that of other 
colleges, a. concept that the Student 
Financial Services office took into 
consideration. 
"We constantly try to improve 
o ur services and we do look 
very carefully at what we do," 
Cohen sa id . " We do try to pro-
vide the highes t level of cus-
tomer service we can, within the 
rules and regulations o f the 
institution ." 
Lastly, for those 'students who 
live on campus but don' t have 
meal plans, the University Center 
of Chicago has paired up with 
neighboring colleges to offer stu-
dents another option. 
Starting this semester the 
University Center, 525 S. State St., 
will be offering a meal plan to stu-
dents who live on campus. 
Commuting students will not be 
able to participate. 
The plan consists of I 50 meals 
and $250 of " flex," or money that 
can be used to purchase anything 
considered retail, said Bill Reich, 
director of dining services at the 
Univers ity Center. The academic 
year long plan costs$ I ,443, which 
comes to about $7.95 per meal. 
This plan is directly bi lled to a 
student 's Columbia financial 
account, rather than having to pay 
out of pocket like before, accord-
ing to Mary Oakes, director of 
Residence Life. 
ERC. 
Rosenwe in wrote in the com-
pla int that the ERC found the 
alleged secret meeting improper 
and that neither Shepp nor the 
tenure-track committee had a 
chance to respond to the tenure-
track report before Lehrer 
received it. 
According to Columbia's tenure 
policy, college president Warrick 
L. Carter has I 5 days to accept or 
refuse the ERC's findings. 
A It hough the ERC found that 
Shepp's contract should have been 
renewed, according to the com-
plaint. Carter still s igned off on the 
non-renewal. 
Columbia's outs ide ·defense 
counsel. Jacqueline Wade o f 
Connelly, Sheehan, Harris, LLC 
decl ined to discuss the civil suit 
and directed The Chronicle to 
Annice Kelly, vice president and 
general counsel at Columbia. 
Kelly did not return phone calls. 
Students who partic ipate in the 
meal plan can enter the 
Uni versity Center 's dining area 
thro ugh a separate entrance, but 
they will not be allowed to enter 
res idencies of the donn. 
More than 425 Columbia res-
ident students who do not live 
in the University Center have 
a lready signed up for the meal 
11 
Josh CovarrubiaS/The Chronicle 
In an e-mail response, Micki 
Leventhal, Columbia's director of 
Media Relat ions, declined to dis-
cuss the case. She also refused to 
say whether Columbia's insurance 
would cover any potential settle-
ment or legal expenses. 
Leventhal also left a voice mail 
message re-affirming Columbia's 
position. 
"The college is unable to make 
a ny comment or release any 
information regard ing pending 
litigation,'' Leventhal sa id in his 
message. 
As for any early settlement 
negotiations, Rosenwcin said: 
·'There was some discussion, 
some inqui ry from Columbia 
about settlement, but it hasn ' t 
gone anywhere." 
A hearing regarding the case sta-
tus is set for Sept. 12 in Cook 
County Circuit Court. 
ekasang(tj;chronic/ email. com 
plan; however, the tota l number 
of Columbia s tudents a llowed 
to participate th is year is limited 
to 450. 
Students interested in signing 
up for the meal plan can e-mail 
Residence Life at 
ResidenceLife@colum.edu. 
qmaurer@chroniclemail. com 
Before & ·After 
lmmuniz(ltion Records: 
If not sent in to the Records Office 
Before: $50 fine each semester. 
After: No fine. A hold will be placed on the student's account, 
which will prevent him or her from signing up for classes. 
Add/ Drop Policy: 
If students add or drop a class after the first week 
Before: If a student dropped a class the first week, 100% of 
the course's cost was refunded. If dropped the second week, 80% was 
refunded. By the third week, 60% was refunded. Refund percentage 
drop continued to decrease each week. 
After: If a class is dropped by the first or second week, there is 
a full refund. If dropped after the second week, a s tudent is subject to 
pay 100% of the course's cost. 
Meal Plan: 
For on·campus resident students 
Before: Students were subject to the meal plan offered (or not 
offered) at their dorm. 
After: Students who live on-campus may sign up for a meal 
plan offered through the University Center. The student receives 150 
meals and $250 of flex dollars for the academic year. The meal plan's 
price ($1,443) is billed directly to the student's OASIS accou nt. 
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October 13, 2006 
J (' 
PUBLIC OPENING SEPTEMBER 7, 5-7PM AT C33 GALLERY 
33 E. CONGRESS AVE. CHICAGO. ll 60605 
GALLERY HOURS: 
MONDAY-THURSDAY 9-7 I FRIDAY 9 ·5 I SATURDAY BY APPT. ONLY 
Bodymaps is an exhibit of 14 life-size collages created by 
the Bambanani Women , a group of women living with HIV 
and AIDS from the Kahyelitsha township ·near Cape Town, 
South Africa . These artworks were developed from the 
Memory Box project, a community engaged program initiated 
by the University of Cape Town and Medecins Sans Frontieres, 
in response to the growing number of South Africans living 
with HIV and AIDS. FoR INFo. PLEAsE cALL 312.344.8829. 
Presented by 
Institute for the Study of Women and Gender In the Arts and Media, Columbia College Chicago 
In collaboration with DKRUTS Johannesburg, D. Krut Projects, New York, University of Cape Town, 
and CJntre for Social Science Research, Cape Town. 
DAVID KRUT 
PUBLISHING 
Columbia~ 
UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 
COLLEGE CHICAGO 
[C]SPACES 
CH PACI:.S COlU M. I OIJ rhmntl llui~MJUI•hl 11:1 ,., ., 700;.1 
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Columbia t: 
Related programming 
Body As Art: 
Politics, Gender end Culture 
A Public Panel Discussion 
September 20, 2006 
6 :0Q.7:30pm 
Ferauson .._.. 
600 South Michigan 
ParUcipants include: 
nee., RoM Visual Artist and 
Artlst-lrHlesidence. Columbia 
Collet~e Chicago (South Africa). 
Sonill BMz. H......- VIsual 
and Performance Artist and 
Artist-in-Residence. Columbia 
College Chicago (United States). 
Colin Almelelt Outreach Director. 
AIDS and Society Research Unit. 
University of Cape Town and Fox 
International Fellow, Yale University 
(South Africa). 
Moclenotor, H8mu WlllkM 
Director of Education & Assoc. 
Curator at The Renaissance 
Society. Chicago (United States). 
Co-f'resented by: institute for 
the Study of Women and Gander 
in the Ans and Media. Columbia 
College Chicago: Liberal Education 
Depanment at Columbia College 
Chicago: POLVO, RadloArte. and 
the SAIC Visiting Artists Program 
ond Performance Department. 
CrftlclllEncounte,.: 
HIV .. tAIDS 
colum.odU/crlticolencountors 
SAVE UP TO 
. 1 I " 
We shake out the 
crumbs and pass the 
I 
savings on to you . 
. A Columbia 
COLLEGE CHICAGO~~ 
Columbia Bookstore 
624 S. Michigan· ph:312/427-4860 • cfollctt.com 
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Keep your hands· off my stash 
11
:3 Whenever people move under." Considering the fact that my IQ is 
!.o t"e city from some higher than a 5-year-old's, I was fai rly 
podu~i< :own or from the good at the game and after picking the 
shelter of their suburban right cap a couple times, the man said if I 
homes, they are given lots could show him a twenty dollar bill, he 
of advice on theft preven- would match mine. That's when a red 
tion and safety: women, light went off in my head, but still, my 
keep your purses zipped incessantly broke self took out the twenty 
and tucked tightly to your dollar bill, and before I knew it, he took it By Tiffany Breyne 
Managing Editor body; mer., try to carry from my hands and made me guess again 
your wa!lets in your front to get my money back. As the story so 
pockets: get multi ple locks on your door and often goes, I guessed wrong, and my 
bars on your windows. Don 't fall for money_ money was gone forever. After a few 
scams on the el and don't use a cheap lock on cuss' words and a string of " that's lame, 
your bike. These are routine ·safety procedures dude" remarks, I sulked off the train feel-
for many city residents, but unti l recently they ing like someone just told me they had 
weren't really of the utmost importance to me. badgered a kitten and called me the 
The idea of fa lling prey to the city's predators dumbest person alive. 
was just a foggy afterthought. It 's not just me either. A friend of mine 
After living in Chicago for two years, I had multiple bike parts stolen on more 
finally realized just how many thieves than one occasion and various friends' 
there are. These stealing buggers don 't apartments have been broken into, caus-
know the impact which th~:v have on peo- ing them not only to lose the ir money, 
pie. Like many Americans , I'm lucky computers and phones, but their sense oC 
enough to never have been in a situation safety. Chicago artist Francine Turk had 
where I felt stealing was the only option, her artwork stolen from her gallery. Even 
though I know such instances exist. Columbia has fallen victim to burglary 
Despite that, it seemed break-ins and with the Portfolio Center break-in . With 
scams were popping up left and right this all these incidents, I ' ve found myself 
past summer, and never before have I increasingly pissed off. To any thief who 
known so many people that were reeling may come across this commentary, I have 
from the effects of it. this to say to you: , 
I know how awful it feels to be Hands off, jerks. Today's society has a 
scarnrr.ed; it recently happened to me. I mentality of "you get yours and I' II get 
was riding the Red Line home one mine" and while that lends a hand to the 
Sa!urda:J afternoon when a man holding a independence we all so dearly love, it 
r.~wspaper with a little red ball and three isn't permiss ion to get hers, his, theirs 
bottle caps p:aced on top sat across from and everybody else's. That approach is 
me. I was bored and dec ided to play· the simply feeding off the vu lnerabil ity of 
game of "guess which cap the ball is na'ive people everyday. 
It's one thing to scam a money-hungry, 
innocent individual like myself, but there 
really is nothing worse than flat-out steal-
ing necessary possessions like computers, 
bike parts or artwork. In most cases, the 
stolen items don 't have any emotional 
value, but are vital to everyday produc-
tivity. I don ' t know anyone who can ride 
a bike without a back tire or type a story 
without a computer. Sometimes, though, 
the stolen items hold a more meaningful 
purpose in one's life. An artist 's piece of 
work can 't be replaced by a trip to a com-
puter store or a bike shop; you took away 
Joshua Covarrubias(the Chronicle 
something of value that they worked 
incredibly hard for. 
It's hard to find a correct moral stand-
point on stealing simply because every-
one wants things they didn't pay for, 
myself included. But keep in mind there 
will be a backlash of events. Whether it's 
waking up one day and realizing how 
you 've made people cry or getting in 
trouble with the law, stealing is just a 
temporarily easy way out that always 
leads to trouble. So while you ' re out·get-
ting yours, just know your day w ill come, 
and it won ' t be a good one. 
Roarilin' 
Numerals 
$9 2 m iII ion lise :;o~~~~a~ 2 The number of passports a man claim-ing to be a transsexual has asked for in a letter to the Equality and Anti-dis-crimination Ombud, a Norwegian pub-lic agency. According to. the news 
agency NTB, the letter says the man 
$10 000 The amount of tip a , Hutchinson, Kansas 
Applebee-'s .bartender a uth o ritie s 
demanded on Aug. 3 I from ExxonMobil due 
to environmental damages linked to the 1989 
Exxon Valdez incident, which were not cov-
ered in a 1991 $900 million settlement, 
according to Reuters. · 
wants a second passport because it's increasingly 
difficult to travel as :a woman after the 9/ 11 attacks 
when one'~ passport photo is that of a ·man. 
received fr0m a-patrqn" ,Ciudy ~~nOW\1 
the recipient of the m.oney, said the man 
comes in several times a m onth but she 
·doesn't know. what could have prompted. 
the huge tip. 
Note to self: Set to private 
MySpace.com is an 
inescapable phenomenon. 
In the comfort of your own 
home you can sit down. log 
in. reply to messages and 
blog about your day. It can 
be & great website. and I'm 
proud to say I'm a member. 
By Amanda Maurer However. i wasn't su:-
campus Editor priscd ·x.1en MySpacc 
made lhe headlines again 
after a 14-ycar-oiJ Chicago girl met some men 
through the websi le and later agreed to meet 
lhem in person. After lhe girl played video 
games and got drunk with the guys. she passed 
out. As she slipped in and oul of consciousness 
she realized lhe men were raping her. She later 
woke up in an alley. 
· While this story wi ll be chalked up as yet 
another warning about the popular website, 
l ronsidered how MySpace could also play 
a part in hurting college students and pro-
fessionals . What was my conclusion? By 
posting infonnation you can potentially 
expose yourself to unwanted eyes. 
School adm inistrators, professors, police 
and potential employers may be checking 
out your profi le and keeping up to date 
with your blogged life, but they' re not the 
only ones. Parents and significant others 
may be doing the same. 
According to a Chicago Sun-Times edi-
torial, as many as I 00 million people have 
accounts on MySpace, which is roughly 
the population of Mexico. That obviously 
means there's a lot of people who could 
check out your MySpace profi le and find 
you. 
A simple search cou ld reveal a MySpace 
profi le crammed with scads of personal 
infonnation. I' m guilty too. I feel empty if 
I don't have a ll of my interests, favorite 
books and employer listed. There are some 
innocent questions t-hat don 't g ive our 
valuab le infonnation such as, " Have you 
ever eaten a box of Orcos in one sitting?" 
(I have not, but I feel it 's a wortfty goal.) 
However, filling out your location, age, 
sexual orientation and latest blog about 
shaving your friend 's eyebrows off tells 
everyone exactly who and where you are. 
Plus, you have to enter a name, age- even 
relationship status, which means that you 
have to put even more personal infonna-
tion out there. The problem is, no one 
knows if fr iends or complete strangers are 
the ones who arc scanning your profi le. 
Prepare to get nervous because your 
future employer could be check ing your 
profile right now. By simply searching a 
candidate's e-mai l, a human relations 
department can easily read your latest 
incoh~rent blog about how your current 
boss is a jerk (that I suggest setting to pri-
vate). Just as you wouldn ' t tell a boss what 
you really th ink of him to his face, you 
shouldn 't be eager to put that same opinion 
in a public forum such as MySpace. 
In New York, officials from Women for 
Hire, a women 's recruiting company, 
search MySpace to fir.d infonnation that 
doesn't appear on an a'pplicant's resume. 
Likewise, Cali fornia-based Collectors 
Universe, a sports memorabilia authenti-
cating company, fired an employee in April 
for posting a picture of the organization's 
president and a few offensive comments on 
his MySpace page. 
The same problem applies to students. 
Whil e I 've alway s vi s i ted 
RateYourProfessor.com before my classes 
begin each semester, I never thought that 
my professors could be snooping on my 
profile page too. 
Even school administrators may be log-
g ing on to MySpace. Libertyvi lle High 
School plans to start monitoring MySpace 
to find evidence of student athletes using 
drugs this year. If they find inappropriate 
infonnation, the student could face disc i-
COLUMBIA CHRONICLE WNW.ColumbiaChronicle.com 
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plinary action. 
Even relationships aren't exempt from 
the pitfalls ofMySpace. Sadly, re lationship 
secrets are no longer kept in fuzzy pink 
journals with heart shaped locks or told to 
trusted friends. Now you, your top eight 
and closest 267 friends including Tom .are 
free to go back and read about last year's 
wild flings at any time. Those aren't stories 
that they should read about online. If you 
don ' t think someone would appreciate 
what you wrote about them, delete any-
thing inappropriate about that person- in 
both blogs and endless strings of mean or 
sappy comments. 
Yet by considering a few 'simple and 
obvious suggestions, many of these prob-
lems can be avoided. Try not to be careless 
with postings, and when in doubt, set your 
profile to private. 
College students probably know this, but 
perhaps some don 't. The 14-year-old &irl 
paid a huge price to learn how dangerous 
MySpace could be, but it doesn't have to 
be that way for the rest of us . Carefully 
considering what you post online isn't 
being paranoid or overly cautious. It's 
common sense and it ' ll also guarantee that 
your ambition to legalize marijuana as a 
teenager won ' t haunt your future. 
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Editorials 
Sec.urity over stickers 
The Roman philosopher s~nec.z s~id, "He who does not prevent cnrne 
when he can, encourages it." 
Of course, he uttered thllt in 
mid-first centwy A.D.; but 
l'Ven !cxlay t.is message rings 
true at Columbia. 
The mission statement of 
Cc)uinbia's Office of Safer; 
an(! SeCt!rity says that the 
"college takes s~rioasly its 
respoasibility to ensure a safe 
and secure learning environ-
ment and has always paid 
strict attention to concerns 
for the safety of students and 
employees." 
During the summer, bur-
glars broke into the Portfolio 
Center and stole $15,000 
worth of hardware. While the 
administration has taken pre-
ventative measureS by opting 
to · have security cameras on 
campus, they are not present 
at the Portfolio Center. 
However, the Portfolio 
Center does come equipped 
with a golden-bordered red 
sticker of a shield with the 
dark si lhouette of a rider on a 
horse and the words " Wells 
Fargo Alarm Systems." But 
!hat's it. At the time of this 
publi~ation no actual security 
system is in place yet. 
What's even more worri-
some is that Wells Fargo 
. Alarm was bol!ght out by 
ADT Security in 1998, 
·according to a spokeswoman 
for ADT Security. 
When it comes to crime 
and safety, many people opt 
to put••up "Beware ·of <Dog" 
signs when no dogs are 
around as a means to deter 
c:im<:. out when a top•notch 
institution does it, it raises 
questions about the adminis-
tration's seriousness in han-
dling security. No one should 
be able to use what was 
allegedly a screwdriver or a 
crowbar to break into the 
Portfolio Center in an age of 
high-tech securi:y systems 
and surveillance cameras. 
The day of simply locking 
the door is over. There must 
be a better waY. to ensure 
safety and security than put-
ting up security signs of non-
existent companies. 
Columbili'S increasing 
enrollment, nearly II ,500 
students for fall 2006 accord-
ing to the Office of 
lnstittitior:.a! Research, means 
more people walk in and out 
of buildings, using the facili-
ties as well as tru"sting the 
college with their personal 
safety. Not only should future 
burglaries be prevented, but 
student safety should be 
Columbia's dictum and not a 
mere guideline. 
Yet this is not the first time 
theft has occurred on cam-
pus. Two years ago a man 
wearing a convincing uni-
form stole $25,000 worth of 
Xerox equipment from the 
Jazz Ensemble office and the 
Fas hion Management 
Department. 
And although the school's 
insurance covered most of 
the cost of the Xerox and 
Portfolio Center burglaries, it 
is only a matter of time 
before those insurance premi-
ums increase. 
Thition dollars should be 
going into preventative meas-
ures rather than post-facto 
insurance.rate increases. 
Of course, with Coluinbia's 
size, total security is not only 
impossible but implausible. 
Columbia prides itself on 
having relatively low inci-
dent rates, according to the 
2002-2004 report from the 
Office of Campus Safety and 
Security. There were fewer 
than 40 burglaries each year 
according to the statistics, 
and just one robbery in 2002. 
But different, more serious 
incidents get reported to the 
police department in the area 
and Columbia must remain 
vigilant about potential prob-
lems. 
More needs to be done in 
terrns of safety before some-
one really gets physically 
hurt. While brochures cer-
tainly provide public aware-
ness about safety, extra meas-
ures should be taken, such as 
more education on campus 
safety or more defmed secu-
rity · systems, because obvi-
ously dated Weils Fargo 
Alarrn Services logos won't 
do. 
It's one thing for insurance 
to cover the costs of equip-
ment, and something entirely 
different when a student 
might get violently assaulted. 
There is a big difference. 
However, we understand 
that in a bureaucratic envi-
ronment, committees must be 
forrned and meetings must 
take place before any final 
decisions are made concern-
ing further security. But pre-
ventative measure·s need to 
be taken faster and the 
answer is not a lock and a 
sticker. 
A twisted 3-way relationship 
T:'le relationship between Hollywood and the media is more dysfunc-
tional than dinner at A I 
Bundy's house. There are 
plenty of alcohol problems, 
Britney's walking around 
barefoot and occasionally Mel 
Gibson spurts out anti-Semitic 
remarks. 
The press, Hollywood at1d 
the public have a symbiotic 
r e l ationship where 
Hollywood is the host and the 
public is the parasite that 
feeds off internal deeds. And 
the media is the catalyst in this 
relationship because, as we 
know, it's the entity that can 
make or break a career. 
Cur obsession wiL'l fame 
and celebrity is what lets the 
media r.over events that aren't 
news. So:':le of us can't look 
3way wlien Anna Ni~ole 
Smith actually speaks, loaded 
on a heroic dose ofTrimSpa. 
When the press gets a whiff 
of a stink, it will dig, search 
and snivel it~ way into eupho-
ria faster than a. c!nJg .. s:J iffing 
Gerrnan shepherd. But it's not 
· the media's fault it's the pub-
lie's. We put these individuals 
on a pedestal when we adore 
them and crucifY them when 
we hate them. 
In a world obsessed with 
happy endings, Hollywood's 
only socially acceptable drunk 
is a recovering one--that's 
why the Mel Gibson debacle 
became ·, :ws. And if any- . 
thing's worse in Hollywood 
than a drunk, it's an anti-
Semitic one. 
"If the intense scrutiny dur-
ing my 25 years in public life 
revealed I had ever persecuted 
or discriminated against any-
one based on· race or creed, I 
would be all too willing to 
make amends. But there is no 
such record," Gibson told 
Daily Variety in June of2003. 
An Aug. 20 Lcs Angeles 
Times editotial said Gibson 
showed th~ public what he 
really was: "a megalomania-
cal, sex1st, anti-Semite." It 
also said that "Gibson's well-
scripted redemption-rehab, 
repentance, a newfound 
appreciation for the horrors of 
the Hoiocaust-are painfully 
predictable." 
Of course it's predictable. 
That's the Hollywood blue-
print for dealing with all 
forms of digressions in the 
public spotlight, including 
hate speech. . 
But much like the govern-
ment has learned to handle the 
media, Hollywood,' too, has 
learned to deal with the pesky 
press potholes in. the road of 
fame. 
Even if Gibson didn't 
offend Jewish people by say-
ing, "Jews are responsible for 
all the wars in the world," his 
DUI arrest alone would have 
made headlines. Whether it's 
Nick Nolte or Robert Downey 
Jr. , our interests shouldn' t 
concentrate on these scandals. 
Gibson's celebrity star is 
not going anywhere, and the 
whole issue will blow over. 
The only thing that should 
lose its wind is our obsession 
with these people's lives. 
Rooting for someone like 
Gibson to be crucified for his 
behavior says more about our 
brutal animosity than it does 
aboui Hollywood in general. 
The Co!umbia Chro~icle is a student-produced pub-
lication of Columbia College Chicago and does not 
necessarily represent. in whole or in part. the vie-Ns 
l::ditorials are the opinions of the Editorial 
Board of The Columbia Chronicle. 
of col!ege administrators, 
facully or students. 
All text. photos and graphics are the 
property ot The Columbia Chronicle and may not 
be reproduced or published without 
written permission. 
Columns are the opinions of the author(s). 
Views expressed In this publication are those of 
the writer and are not the opinions of The Columbia 
Chronicle, Columbia's Journalism Department or 
Columbia College Chicago. 
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Back from the Drawing Boards 
Have an opinion about something you read on these pages? Did you 
catch a mistake, think we could have covered a story better or believe strongly 
about an issue that faces all of us here at Columbia? 
Why not write a Letter to the Editor? At the bottom of Page 15 you ' ll find a 
set of guide! ines on how to do this. Let us hear from you. 
- The Columbia Chronicle Editorial Board 
Letters to the editor must include full name. year. maJor 
and phone number. All letters are edited for grammar 
and may be cut due to a hmrted space . 
l etters can be faxed to (312) 344-8430, 
&mailed to CllronicleOoolum.edu or mailed to 
The Columbia Chronicle, 33 E. Congress Parkway 
Suite 224, Chicago, JL 60605-1996. 
press releases 
CllronlcleOcolum.edu 
Adyertisements 
Crichert@colum.edu 
The Columb•a Chromcle 
33 E. Congress Parkway 
Sune 224 
Chrcago, IL 60605-1996 
Marn hne: (312) 344-8999 
Advertrsrng Fn (312) 344-8032 
Newsroom Fax: (312) 344-8430 
www.Columb1aChron1Cie.com 
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Columbia C 0 L L E ·G E 
INNOVATION Ill THE VISUAL, PERFORMING, MEDIA, AIIO COMMUIIICATIOII 
On behalf of.the college's faculty and.staff, t"would like to welcome all new students 
to campus and say "welcome back" to those who eire returning to continue their 
studies. 
Columbia College Chicago Is an exciting place to be :.. the center of arts and media 
education In the heart of one of America's great cities. Take adva~tage of all that the 
college - and the city - has to offer. Make this year an experience that you will never 
forget. 
Because we know that education occurs both Inside and outside the classroom, we 
offer .a robust calendar of cultural programs for you to sample. Below Is a partial 
listing ofthe public events happening this fall at CoiU':flbla. You can·flnd <J. 
complete list at www.colum.edu/ calendar. 
I look forward to seeing you at our theaters, In our galleries, at our r.nl.,;;;>ii'f'>C~ .... tt 
performances, In our lecture halls - or just around the campus and 
Warrick L: carter, Ph,P,,-
Presldent / · ·: ... 
. ' 
.._/ 
. · .. -
ot ... ~ ctuoftlCI8 
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Dear Freshmen, 
At this point. about 300 people have 
probably already sa id to you, 
" Welcome to Colum bia," so I won 't do 
that. 
Even more have probably taken it 
upon themselves to offer you some 
useless adv ice for your college years-
something son of vague yet obviously 
based on personal experience. like a 
parent talking about growing up in the 
'60s. Like one of those ·'back when I 
was in college ..... stories that stans out 
about a Dead concen and then acciden-
tally glorifies drug use, until it s lips 
into a lecture about how hannful it can 
be. 
You most likely didn ' t pay anention 
to most of it. which is fine . The thing 
is, typical advice probably doesn ' t 
apply to us here at Columbia. Our 
dorms don 't exactly have community 
bathrooms, so you don ' I need to 
remember to bring your flip-flops 
along when you take a 
shower. We don 't have 
fraternities, so that isn't 
the easiest and quickest 
way to make friends or to 
score. Columbia does its 
own thing, so all that 
stufl' is irrelevant. 
Anyway, most things 
about school you can 
probably figure out your-
self. You don't need 60 
people to tell you long-
distance relationships 
don 'I work; you' II figure it out in a 
month or two. You don 't need to be 
to ld to buy your textbooks on 
Ha lf.com; you'll figure that out when 
your parents cut you off. 
With all that in mind, here's my 
Columbia-specific advice . Yes, it's 
heavily weighted by personal experi-
ence, but I think my suggestions have 
some merit to them, and you won't 
hear this stuff from your state-school 
friends . I'm in my third year, and I' m 
pretty good at pretending to know a 
thing or two about a thing or two. 
First. start smoking. I know, I know, 
it's bad for your health . True story. But 
about half of the students in every class 
you ' re in wi II go outside during break 
and talk to each other while they 
smoke, and the other half will s it inside 
in an awkward silence and pretend to 
be really interested in the textbook. 
Second, drink Goose Island 's 312 
brew. It's a really great beer, and it 's 
made in our city. Right, you're only 
18. That's fine, because when you're 
Where's the 
beef? 
Yeah, it 's completely 
cliche and di sgusting 
that I celebrated my 
freedom by getting 
trashed and hav ing sex 
w ith my even more 
intoxicated boyfriend at 
the t ime, but it was 
about damn time. In 
fact, I waited about s ix 
months to have sex 
wi th him because I 
wanted to make sure I 
was in love, or some-
thing vaguely rescm-
bl ing it. I was not aware 
of the hunger that I 
would eventually be 
fee ling a fter we broke 
up a nd sex wasn ' t 
something I could 
depend on. Now it' s 
more like feclings-
schmee lings, I need to 
get laid . 
I ' m hungry, and I have been hun-
gry fo r the past few mor.ths. It 's not 
necessarily the type of hunger that 
JUSt goes away after a bowl of cerea l 
or a satis fyi ng meal of spaghetti and 
meatballs. It 's the type o f hunger that 
can only be s atis fied with what my 
friend call , a " hut beef injec tion." 
I ' m hungry for •ex . 
Lately, though, my sex life hM been 
lackmg in the ' addest ,,f Wdys, and my 
hunger just ket.-p1 gJOWtng Thi• i• the 
tint time m three yean that I dtdn 't 
nave a h '}' fnend a ll summer, and this 
pa\1 4th o f July market! the two-year 
~nntvcr• ar y ,,f fr•, tn;t. my vtrV,mtty. 
That 's why at the beg inning of sum-
mer I was psyched to be a single girl, 
running around like a loose cannon 
with my other sing le friends having all 
sorts of fun sexcapades and living a 
promiscuous, satisfying (and safe!) 
li festyle . In fact, that 's a piece of 
advtce I got from a very smnn woman. 
Right before the ~ummcr began, a 
fellow co-worker and I were talking 
about our single status and how we 
missed the fac t that at least in a re la-
tionship, sex wn• always ju,t right 
there Another cu-workcr's g irlfriend 
wa~ lts terung to " '· and though she ,, 
nowhere ncar old, she snld S<lllte uf the 
Love us or hate us ... 
We'd love to hem from you. How to contact The Word: 
outside smoking, you' ll probably meet 
some guy who says he can hook you up 
with a fake ID for about $100. And even 
though you' re too cautious to go for it, 
he's actually 2 I and you guys will 
become buddies. Ask him to buy you a 
case. 
And of course, read The Chronicle. 
You're off to a good start already, just 
. keep it up. You pay a lot of money to go 
here, so you ought to know what the 
administration does with it. That's why 
we' re here; to keep track of all the crazy 
shit they do. And the A&E section 
specifically could g ive you a good idea 
of stuff do to at night besides going to 
some lame party in Wrig leyville. 
Also, read The Chicago Tribune. 
This city does a lot of crazy shit, and 
you ought to know about that too. And 
while you' re at it, pick up The Reader. 
It's free; it's got some pretty great cover 
stories and it's literally full of concens . 
and an events. It's also got a big classi-
fied section so that you can find that 
lousy apanment in Wicker Park, where 
you will inevitably move. 
See, Columbia is d iflhent and so is 
Chicago. It's a weird school; it's in a 
huge city, and if you haven't realized it 
already, you 're much fanher away from 
U of I than can be related in terms of 
miles. This city doesn ' t cater to artsy 
kids any more than it does to frat boys. 
And that's why my advice is so non-spe-
cific: drink, smoke and read the newspa-
per. You ' ll figure the rest out yourselves. 
Have a great year! 
mbyrne@chroniclemail.com 
wisest words I've ever heard: You ' re 
still young, have sex with as many 
people as you can. 
My co-worker and I were shocked at 
her bluntness , but it 's true. Why were 
we complaining about our lack of reg-
ular sex, when we should have been 
rejoicing about the fact that we can 
have sex with whoever the hell we 
want, and it could be anything but reg-
ular? It could even be good. and I may 
even be able to ::gasp! :: orgasm. 
Unfortunately, though. as the sum-
mer unfolded in a flash of drunken 
nights and working at a seafood restau-
rant, I bare ly had time to stop and enjoy 
that meaty meal I so badly needed; but 
even when I did, there wasn 't anything 
too wonhy of my time or effort. I soon 
began to discover that I was pretty clue-
less in this s ingle, sexually (in)active 
life. "Getting it while I can" was no 
longer as feasible as I had hoped, and 
the two times I did have sex this sum-
mer were with people I'd already slept 
with, both of which ended in ridiculous-
ly emotional drama. 
This meat shortage has become too 
much. It's time I got my act together 
and quit being lazy, or else I fear my 
female insides will shrive l up and die 
from starvation. I've already become a 
horny creep and I can tell it's only 
going to get wursc. For now, though, 
I' ll just s it here drooling ovur any 
meaty poss ibility thut wulks my way 
nnd think , " Man. I could go for some 
beef." 
throynu(II)C'Immlchwrail ~um 
Mark Byrne - mbyrne@chronlclemall.com • (312) 344·8969 
Mary Kra.ck - mkroeck@(. nronlc lemall.com - (312) 344·8971 
Michael Claire .. mclalre@chronlclemall.com • (312) 344·8982 
Brent White - bwhlteOchronlclemall.com • (312) 344·8970 
Ratlnga Gylde 
So, Ia that movie 
wOtth watching? 
That CD worth 
buying? Count 
the hearts In 
each review and 
uM thla handy 
chart to ftnd out. 
Yo dawgs, Reggie D in the hot!Se, ina he's here 
to show that even the oldest and lamest of musi-
cians can get hip with it. Or can they? Reginald 
Dwight, better known to the world as Elton John, is 
on a mission to make an album inspired by songs in 
the same vein of Blackstreet's "No Diggity," 
according to a recent Rolling Stone interview. 
Earlier this summer John came down on 
American rock bands • images, stating that he is "so 
over the tattoos and the T-shirts and rings through 
the noses." He said that rockers should learn to 
adopt a more glam style much lftce .John himself. 
Right, we're sure oveniad shades and sassy pur-
ple suits will help Fall Out Boy become a timeless 
and classy bend admired by tbe !MSSCS· 
Now, though, it seems it's our tum to do the 
insulting. Sir John said that he wants to work with 
the likes of Tunbaland, Pburell and Eminem, 
among othen. It's quite possible tblll after so many 
years of sparkly outfits, drug abue IDd just plain 
natural r.aniness, John has fuiall)> faUea Into \he big 
gaping hole of insanity so many lliDC rockers have 
been digging over the years. 
Maybe he had so much ftlll perfcrming with 
Eminem at the 200 l 01'1111111)' Awwds that he want-
ed to relive the whole expuienc:e, awkward as that 
perfonnance was. 
Seriously, why does a man wbo made such clas· 
sics as "Rocket Man," "Circle of Lift" and "ltny 
Dancer" feel the need to Nln hb reputation in an 
attempt to emulata musicians he Ml nothln& in 
common with? Because be's ajttcbaa, ya hOII'd? 
-T.~ 
(!)0000 Complete Crap 
®$000 Download It 
Very Good 
WOfd Up. 
Michael 
Claire 
l\1y budshoe: if I he:c my breath a ht-
:1: men : :n·c-'lr he aU" :o pa~s this 
p!Worc off as me doing l :non key 
•n.pres~~t>n. Th.~ 9icrur t r:1nk5 up there 
with my 7th Jfolde )c:a.-lx>ok photo: the 
one where I s till had my bowl-cut. 
Proj~ct Runw•y: The only reality TV 
sh.,,. to c•er .nake me r-.atilc how sexy 
a prcg.~ant woman can actually be. My 
take on th.s se;uon· Ah~on rs cute as 
he::. Michael or Uh should win and 
t\cckfac:e (ali:~., Jeffrey Scbelia) should 
get some more disgusung neck tanoos. 
Play the Tim Gunn drrnk ing game: 
evcl) time Gunn uses the phra..;e " Make 
it work," or "Coury on " take a drink . 
Zombies in genual: " Brief candles in 
my mind ... " I t111't get The Zombies' 
Odusey and Oracle out of my head. 
I've also been dreaming of playing 
Zombies Ale My Nerghbars again, one 
of my all-time favorite video games. If 
only I still had my ~ega Genesis .. . 
Lilt/~ Miss Sunsllln t : Although the TV 
commercials ue j!elling tiresome, the 
movie it_;clf is definitely worth check-
int; out An! movie with a sex-addicted 
heroin junkie grandfather is OK in my 
book. 
Tony Wond~r: Con~ rdereJ the greatest 
matrcran a live. t!Je mar: baked himse lf 
into a loof of brt.ad to feed the troops. 
Oirl someone just say ""under"? 
Mary 
Kroecll 
T he ... ts: Yes, I know it's a broad gen-
erali7.ation. but from archrtecture to a 
theatrical production to poetry, some-
one's voice is screaming to be heard. 
Ma)be rf everyone pard a little more 
attentron to what those vorces ~ trying 
to say, our world would change for the 
bener. 
Snow a nd othu forms of predpita-
tion: There's al"ays a scent of magic in 
the arr just before the first snowfall of 
the year. I know most people want to 
enJOY these last days of summer and get 
through the fall before even think ing 
about winter. but I'm waiting for the 
snow. 
Cartoons : Old-school cartoons like 
" Alvin and the Chipmunks," " Jem," and 
•He-Man and the Masters o f the 
Universe" are the kind of shows I'm 
glad I grew up watching. "Batman 
Beyond" is probably my all-time 
favorite in this category. However. 
" Foster 's Home for Imaginary Friends" 
is certainly making quite a name for 
itself. 
Intriguing persona lit ies: Johnny Depp, 
Michael Hutchence and Brandon Lee. 
jus< to name a few. have/had the type of 
personalities that make me want to 
watclo/hsten to them over and over. 
Histo ry: It's an amazing thing No mat-
ter how hard one might rry to get away 
frr.m it, it always has a way of repeating 
itself if you don 't learn from it. 
Sometimes circumstances seem to be 
out of our control, but our future is only 
as far away as the pages o f our history. 
Brent 
Steven 
'Mlrte 
Courh su rfing: Havrng gone home to 
Portland . Ore. for the summer. I 
returned to Chicago in early August 
homeless. Since I needed a place to 
stay. friends Annre Slezrckey and Mel] I 
Fulinara were nrce enough to let me 
sleep on their couch. Thanks. grrl< 
Ruding: Books. maga7ines. newspa-
pers. online articles. poetl) I read it 
all. I'm currently reading De•·tl on tire 
Wlure Cllr b' En~ Larson. "hrch rs an 
incredibly p(ofound. well-researc~cd 
account of the Chicago World '< F;rrr rn 
1893. and a man who used rhe farr to 
lure people to his hotel where he krlled 
them. 
Po ker: While I was home. I played 
tournament-style poker at a shady place 
on Portland 's cast side. But in la te July. 
the man who ran the event was busted 
by the cops and charged wrth 15 counts 
o f illegal gambling. Oops. 
TV: I haven ' t watched TV on a regular 
basis in five )Cars. but a few days ago I 
decided to see what I was missrng. Not 
much. apparently. I watched "The Real 
World" and had a good laugh. That 
show is a joke. Nrnety percent of the 
episode I watched was about a drunken 
g irl being upset that her boyfriend 
cheated on her. What happened co peo-
p le on this show confronting real issues 
like AIDS. sexuality and racrsm? 
S us hi : I love sushi , but haven't found a 
goo<l, cheap sushi joint in Chicago. 
Drop me a note in the newsroom if you 
know of any. 
Two ~ of the U S Arrrrf ?aracnute Der:lonstrabon Team, the Golden Kmghts prepare for a landrng on the 
~ Avenue Beach dunng the Cl'icago Air & Water, Show, Aug 20th The Golden Kmghts rn addrbon to the U S 
Navy Slue Angels were the marn a1Siactious of the two day event consmmg of water sports as well as ITlltrtary and 
civiian ain::raft demonsbabons.. The 48th annual ChiCaQO AJr & Water Show attracted more than two rnftron specta-
tors to the city's laketront this year 
S.~5. 2Cm. P~ 1 t l AM 
Crime novelist James Ellroy discusses what it takes to be 
an author, and w.hy he has it 
On a recent visit to Chicago, 
James Ellroy sat in a Gold Coast 
hotel with a cup of coffee, throw-
ing around swear words. He's a 
man in his 50s with bad teeth and 
an abrasive sense o f humor 
(when a journalist failed to show 
up for the interview, he dismissed 
her as "probably turning tricks") 
but on.: should not write him off 
or reduce hun to those qualities. 
He's written 16 books, and 
you've probably heard of a few 
of them. If not, you've at least 
seen L.A. Confid_entic l . . 
Ellroy is considered one of the 
greatest crime novelist~ of the 
20th cennary. Among his more 
popular n?vels is the L.A. 
Quartet. comprised o:of four books 
L'lat chronicle L'le Lo• Angeles 
Police Department of tile 1940s. 
By Mark Byme/A&E Editor 
L.A. Confidential was written in 
1990 and made into a hit film 
seven years later. The Black 
Dahlia, which offers a fictional-
ized conclusion to an infamous 
Hollywood murder case, will hit 
the silver screen Sept. 15, with 
stars Josh Hartnett, Hilary Swank 
and Scarlett Johansson. Though 
Ellroy says all of his novels have 
been optioned, only four have 
made it through production. 
The Chronicle spoke to Ellroy 
about the upcoming film version 
of The Black Dahlia, but he 
explained that he has nothing to 
do with the films on~e they are 
optioned and qqickly dismissed 
the question with "I dug it." On 
the craft of writing. though, 
Ell~oy had a great deal more to •. 
say. 
How did you get into writing? 
History has been very kind to 
me. Firsr, L.A. history, second-
ly, American history. I was 
hatched in a cool locale, and you 
know my personal story: Born 
in '48 in L.A. Parents divorce, 
my dad was a Hollywood bot-
tom-feeder. I was hatched in the 
film noi r epicenter at the height 
of the film noir era. Mother was 
milrdered when I was I 0. I 
heard about the Black Dahlia 
case some years later. And all I 
wanted to do as a kid was read, 
and aU I wanted was to be a 
writer. And I had the balls to s it 
down and do it, and the qualities 
of perseverance necessary to 
succe~d at it , and the vision nec-
essart to take risks and become 
very, very good. And the rela-
tive level of humility to learn someone who is 20 yean old 
from my mistakes. And in many who has never done it. But I am 
ways, my inner life is disor- 38 years older than you and I've 
dered, but I am able to counter- been doing this for 27 years, and 
mand my mental state by writ- · I know how to do it. I know bow 
ing novels. to do this one thing. And here's 
So, why is It that you wanted 
to be a writer? 
I wanted it through the exclu-
sion of everything else. I love 
novels. f love crime novels 
specifically. I like big bisiOrical 
crime novels even more sp<'dfi-
cally. And I don't believe in the 
old saw that you should write 
what you know. I believe that 
you should write books that 
you • d want to read [and) that 
you think nobody else is writ-
ing. 
Then you learn about the sub-
ject based on what you want 
to write about? 
Here 's the thing, man, you 
either have it or you don' t. And 
the extreme majority of people 
don' t have it. 
How do you know if you do? 
You write. 
I did not start out writing 
short stories; I started out writ-
ing a novel because I had read 
novels almost exclusively in my 
reading lifetime. When you 
read for pleasure, for edific~­
tion , you assimilate style, 
knowledge of form, technique, 
in ways that you can never 
assess in the moment. 
When it comes time for you. to 
sit down to write, a story has 
come to you, you have to write 
it down. And technique, style, 
knowledge of form, things as 
essential and prosaic as where to 
place paragraph breaks, when to 
go from dialogue to exposition, 
wi I come to you in context. 
An(! you can't tell that really to 
bow I got there: I read and I read 
and lread and I read and I read 
and I read and I read and I read. 
It's binding, scary knowledge. 
It's inhibiting and it's liberating 
in equal measure. · 
DO you (eel like you have these 
Idea• In your head and you 
just have to get them out? 
I know that if I put aside the 
time with a series of ideas for a 
book, I'll be able to do it suc-
cessfully. I know that whatever 
I can conceive, I can execute. 
That's a good thing to know. 
Yeah, early revelation for me. 
What's some advice that you 'd 
give to a young writer? 
The most sincere and heartfelt 
advice that I can give you ... is 
to read, hold down a job, deter-
mine the extent to which you · 
want this, and go at it unde-
terred. 
I hope you have the clarity to 
make the determination as to 
how much talent you have: 
none, a little, small, some, sub-
stantial, a great deal. And then 
expand on it'by just trying hard-
er and harder and harder, and 
going at the craft with greater 
and greater and greater humility. 
And if you make the determina-
tion that you want this through 
the exclusion of e'!erything else, 
then you might want to co~ider 
terminating your formal educa-
tion and just holding down shit-
ty jobs. 
mbyrne@chroniclemail.com 
=========================================; 
Welcome back 
students. faculty 
and staff. '~-· 
Have 8 great fall 
semester! 
You can al.o vlalt ua online at www.columblachronlcle.com 
U.S. Cellular• gets me ... 
so everyone else can t~o. 
Anthony Key 
Madison, Wlsconsln 
Motorola RAZR V3c 
Here's how I get the most 
out of U.S. Cellular'; 
• FREE CALl. ME Minutes~ 
• FREE Incoming Text Messages 
• Unlimited Mobil&to-Mobile Calling 
• Ringtones by DeUam T rackz 
(one for each of my buds) 
• Games like DRIVER": VEGAS (the only 
thing faster than my skateboard) 
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ollege Isn't cheap, and Columbia Is 
no exception. Besides the annual 
tuition of $16,328, Chicago's living 
missing a rent payment? 
Well, you're In luck. 
The Chronicle rounded up a collection of good dates that won't run you more than $20, for 
those both above and below the legal drinking age, In neighborhoods all over town. With 
dates this Inexpensive, you'll have cash left over for beer (or soda) even If you're dumped. 
By Mark Byrne, Mary Kroeke, Michael Claire and Brent Steven White 
At the lincoln Patk Zoo, you can rent a four-person boat for 
$12, or-if you want tb splurg~ $16 for a swan-shaped boat. You get 
to row atound the zoo's lagoon for half an hour, and, according to the 
owner, Lorna Mitchell, the boat offers "probably the best "View in 
Chicago." 
After the zoo, head over and get tea at Nada Tea and Coffee 
House, 1552 W. Fullerton Ave . .:rhis new Lincoln Park cafe boasts a 
latge selection of green and black teas, in a flawless execution of 
Japanese minimalist design. It's hatd for romance not fu thrive in the 
clean Jines and soft lighting. 
The Goose Island Brew Pub, 1800 N. Clyboume Ave., doesn't 
have quite the same romantic environment, but it makes-up for it in 
beer selection. With more than 50 brews on the menu, there is some-
thing for every beer drinker, and you can try quite a few of them on a 
brewery tour. Tours take place at 3 p.m. every Sunday and only costs 
you $3 a person. Try out a few lagers, but be cateful not to drink away 
your wit and chatm for the night. 
-M. Byrne 
Wicker Park 
There's nothing quite as romantic as perusing a bookstore and 
following it up with coffee. If you're in Wicker Patk and not of age to 
indulge in the bat scene, head by Myopic Bookstore, 1468 N. 
Milwaukee Ave., and spatk up a conversation about your favorite cult 
author-extra points for avoiding Kerouac. The third floor has tables 
and couches to park at, and a couple of obese cats to pet-extra points 
for avoiding the obvious dirty jokes. 
After the bookstore, go across the street for lanes at Filter, 
1585 N. Milwaukee Ave. Even if you buy a good used book for your 
date, that and the coffee will still fall short of $15. Grab a table next to 
a window where you have a clear view of the North, Milwaukee and 
Damen intersection, and the people-watching potential is endless. 
If, however, the night is still young and it's harder drinks 
you're craving, then head down the street to Subterranean, a bat and 
music venue that features live music several nights a week. The lineup 
rarely features big names, but the shows ate always $10 or less, and the 
beer is cheap. If you and your date are into concerts, this is a great spot 
to sec a show and talk music. Cateful with this one, thoug~sagtee­
mems about bands can be a deal-breaker. 
-M. Byrne 
Pllsen 
·The Pilsen neighborhood is famous for its outstmding food. 
And, let's face it, you gotta eat. N~o Leon, 1515 W. 18th St., has beat 
serving up some of the finest Mexican dishes in the city since it opened 
its doors more than 40 years ago. Their signature dish, Fdete aJ Nuevo 
Leon, is only $10.50 and consists of broiled New York strip steak with 
rcfried beans, rice, fried potatoes and guacamole. The place almost 
always has a crowd, but it's usually never too difficult to get a seat. 
For Mexican food that's a little more unusual, try May St. 
Cafe, 1146 \V. Cermak Road. This restaurant gives traditional menu 
items a twist with dishes like cinnamon chipode chicken fajitas. The 
place is only open after 5 p.m. and is definitely more than your typical 
taco joint. It's small, but has a vibrant aanosphere. 
Nuevo Leon and May St. Cafe don't serve alcoho~ but both 
restaurants ate BYOB. 
The Mexican Fine Arts Center Museum, 1852 W. 19th St., is 
the largest Latino culture organization in the country. Their permanent 
collection includes work from Jose Guadalupe Posada, Leopolda 
Mendez and Patssi Valdez. In 2003, the museum featured work by Frida 
Kahlo and Diego Rivera. This museum features some amazrng work by 
both local attists and traveling exhibits, and it's stuff that you won't find 
in the Art Institute. 
A great way to start out any day is by taking a trip to Cafe 
Jumping Bean, 1439 W. 18th St. The cafe serves up everything from 
coffee to sandwiches and a bunch of stuff in between. If you're just 
looking for a place that's a lot like your local coffeehouse, this is it. 
-M. Kroeck 
If you're lucky enough to wresde tickets away &om some 
fimny pack-sporting tourist, try and view a game from the bleachers at 
WDgley Field, 1060 W. Addison St. A breezy fall afternoon above the 
legendary ivy with a hot dog and drink should relax even the snobbiest 
of Sox fans. Tickets start at $6. 
From Wrigley, walk down Clark Street toward Lakeview's best 
Jale.night diner, Pick Me Up Cafe. Located at 3408 N. Clark St., this 
illlimate and colorful cafe is vegan-friend!)' and serves up every coffee 
addict's dream: the Zombie, a large coffee with three shots of espresso. 
Bt:iag a pad and pen and create some sexy portraits of your date, and if 
it's good enough, they might let you hang it on the wall. The desserts 
ue amazing, the service is great and the cheese fries are life-changing. 
Nothing screams cute like an all-cupcake bakery and 
Cupcakes, 613 W. Briar Place, offers just that: cute velvety concoctions: 
These all-natural little dream machines will put a smile on anyone's lips. 
Take a few to the park and treat your date to some serious oral pleas-
1ft- Cupcakes start at $3. 
Can't stand HoUywood popcorn buUshit? WeU, get drunk and 
tee if that doesn't make the experience a little less maddening. At the . 
Brew and View, 3145 N. Sheffield Ave., you can get drunk and watch 
big HoUywood in front o f the silver screen instead of the dinky televi-
sion in your living room, and admission is only $5. Throw some verbal 
eabbage toward the screen and impress your date with all your drunken 
zingers. 
Take your date to one of Chicago's most intimate venues, 
Schubas. Located at 3159 N. Southport Ave., this candlelit venue is the 
perfect spot to view any guitar-strumming songbird. Tickets range from 
S4 to $20. 
There's no better way to break the ice than a good beUy 
churning laugh at i.O., formerly ImprovOlympic. The long-form 
improvisational shows have made this theater a Chicago comedy insti-
llllion. Want to impress your date with your wit and humor? Then 
climb up on s~J~ge during shows that encourage audience participation. 
located at 3541 N. Clark St-, this theater has a fuU bar and drink spe-
cials are offered on most nighrs. Wednesday nights are always free, and 
11101t midnight shows are only $5. 
-M. Clairt 
South Loop 
Begin your date in the South Loop with some coffee and con-
versation at this area's best cafe, Gourmand. Located at 728 S. 
Dearborn St., this cute, artsy cafe is quiet, vibrant and frequented by 
coUege srudents. Art hangs from the walls to titiUate your eyes and give 
you and your date something to talk about during those luUs in conver-
sation. The Gafe serves Intelligentsia Coffee, which is always tasty, and 
the menu is fuJ! of vegetarian options. Gourmand also seUs beer and 
wme. 
Nobody dislikes looking at art, and you can see a lot of it just 
a short walk from Gourmand. The Art Instirute of Chicago, 111 S. 
Michigan Ave., is free on Tuesdays and features some of the best paint-
ings and historical artifacts in the world. Dazzle your date with your 
extensive knowledge on the postmodern period, or discuss Vincent Van 
Gogh's artistic integrity through his use of body mutilation. 
Like most other music/ entertainment retail chains, Virgin 
Megastore's prices can be a bit steep. But that doesn't mean you and 
your date can't peruse their massive selection of music, and flirtatiously 
tease each other about the other's taste. Bring your date here, located at 
540 N. Michigan Ave., and introduce them to some of your favorite 
music. 
Have you tried sushi? If not, Oysy Sushi, 888 S. Michigan 
Ave., is your place in the South Loop. A meal for two will run you 
around $20, and the portions are plentiful. This restaurant changes its 
menu every month, and offers a complete selection of sushi, sashimi 
and maki. A fuU bar can be found in the back, and the sake is best 
served warm. 
End the evening at the South Loop's best martini bar, 
Tantrum. Found at 1023 S. State St., this laid-back, classy watering hole 
features a diverse mix of coUege srudents and young professionals. On 
Wednesdays, glasses of wine are just $3. The staff at this bar is friendly, 
attentive, and generous with their liquor. Tantrum's atmosphere is 
romantic, thanks to intimate lighting and music low enough for you and 
your date to confront and discuss the age-old end-o f-the-date question: 
Your place or theirs? 
-B. White 
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'Snokes' swollows Ions whole 
'Snakes on a Plane': bottom-of-the-barrel schlock 
redeemed by a campy exuberance 
By Matt Fagerholm,/Co ntributing Writer 
It was destined to be JUS! anoth-
er forgettable action flick. the 
kind of lame blockbuster that is 
flil!ded h) producers easily daz-
zled by a great pitch .. It"s Airport 
meets Anaconda! ... When S:tmuel 
L. Jackson took one !ook at the 
film ·s alternate title, he signed on 
immediately. determined to deliv-
~r the unapologetic crowd-pleas-
ing escapism so straightforwardly 
promised m its title. At the xquest 
of an enthusiastic fan base. 
quotable dialogue was msetted. a 
tame PG-13 rnti!lg W.ll> revised to 
a hardcore R. and Pacific A1r I Z I 
became Snakf's on a Plvoe. 
The result is perhaps the jolliest 
studio-bred entertamment of the 
summer, featuring actors who are 
always an inch away from break-
ing into a silly grin. As cinema. of 
course, it stinks. 
The .. plot" concerns secret 
agent Jackson's protection of a 
young witness to a mob killing. 
Their escape anempc by air is 
foiled, however, by hundreds of 
deadly snakes the mobsters have 
smuggled onboard. 
Io a film that doesn't possess a 
shred of ongmality or tmagma-
tton, the story :s so predictable 
that 1t feels tnstantl) ra'Tiiliar, 
"'h1le the Mspccial dfectsM are so 
unconvincing they merit ' laugh 
j .J.St ~· theu very exi'"lence. 
The reason why Snalces is far 
from the worst film this year is 
becau.<e it's just one long self-
deprecating in-joke. Celebrating 
its utter lack of artistic ambition, 
director David R. Ellis g1ves the 
film a consistently sunny disposi-
tion. executing even the most 
alarming events with his tongue 
placed lightly in his cheek. This is 
all worlds more fun than the sea-
son ·s stale popcorn flicks. notably 
Superman Returns. yet one won-
ders wh) this frivolous depiction 
of airline terror hasn' t been 
labeled .. too soon .. by the same 
people who boycotted United 91. 
Maybe their silence IS due to the 
fact that Snalces is about as scary 
and offensive as the rubber snakCll 
carried into the theater by count-
less exuberant moviegoers who 
routinely talked back at the screen 
and danced to the music video 
during the credits. 
Although SnaJ:es may prove to 
be as fleeting a fad as the 
Macarena, this film has undoubt-
edly slithered toto our national 
consciousness through the 
Internet. From the numerous fan 
sites to the oedundant parod1es, 
this or: line phenomenon mflu-
enced the film even inspmng 
actWil lines of dialogue and 
caused it to become the most cel-
ebrated unreleased spectacle 
since last year's King Kong. 
The secret to Snakes ' success 
is the fact that it allows viewers 
the chance to laugh at contempo-
rary fears by masking them with 
the exaggerated structure of cine-
matic artificiality. Jackson's mere 
presence is a reassuring action 
cliche in itself, and he comfort-
ably resides in a Zen-like action 
hero mode, spouting one-liners 
so campy they might as well be 
capitalized and copyrighted sam-
ples like: ,.Do as I say and you 
live." "Snakes on Crack," "All 
praises to the Playstation," and 
the infamous, audience-inspired 
'Tve had it with these mother-
fucking snakes on this mother-
fucking plane! ... 
What is most notable about the 
film, however, is how successful-
ly it captures the spirit of Cold 
War-era 8-movies, like the gim-
micky shockers of director 
William Castle, by molding a 
present paranoia into a purely fan-
tastical monster. While the ani-
mated snakes of this film hiss 
away any thoughts of al-Qaida, 
showmen like Castle dangled 
plasttc skeletons over the heads of 
ternfted theatergoers. providing a 
less ambiguous (if hollow) threat 
to replace: that of a nuclear holo-
caust. This may not be a vaJ1d 
way to deal with real-life trauma. 
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'Snakes on a Plane'. 
but it's at least a deviation. 
Castle would have been envi-
ous of the blatant cinema-as-
commodity gimmick that gave 
life to Snalces. Yet the stunt of 
allowing audiences to decide a 
film's content will only work for 
films that are of so little conse-
quence themselves. Just as a 
health nut devours the occasional 
fast food. so do audiences have 
the momentary craving to simply 
shut off their minds and delight in 
the consumption of giddy 
schlock. Snakes on a PlaiJe is 
truly a tailor-made dish for its 
CANVAS 
own fan base, complete' with 
requCllled side orders of jarring 
violence and nudity. The fans will 
eat it all up, although they'll"have 
to be careful not to gag on the ' 
cheese. 
'Snc*es on a Plane' 
Directed by DcMd R. 
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The 'New Order' of book clubs 
Every montr. a group of col-
lege students and business peo-
ple gather to discuss intergalac-
tic policy, the fate of the Jedi 
and, of course, the Force. These 
people are members of the Star 
Wars Errant Venture Book Club, 
a subgroup of Chicago Force, an 
organization that features sever-
al clubs dedi c~ted to the cult 
phenomenon Star Wan Other 
groups of Chicago Force 
inc!ude a costuming club ar.d a 
collecting club. 
The book club has a core mem-
bership of eight to 12 individuals 
and always welcomes more to 
join. Most of its members 
became involved with the book 
club through Chicago Force. 
" We don 't walk around in our 
Jedi costumes in our living 
rooms," said Laura Guthrie, a 
paralegal who's been a member 
of the group since its start 
almost four years ago. " We ' re 
not all geeks who live in our 
parents' basements. The group 
is social and very open to all 
races and genders. All we ask is 
that you've read the book and 
come with something to say." 
Galactic gatherings are not just for geeks 
drive sales and gets people into 
the store." · 
There are about I 00 novels in 
print about Star Wars . The 
group is currently reading the 
19-book series. The New Jedi 
Order, which features three dif-
ferent authors. 
At the most recent meeting on 
Aug i \ the group :alked about 
the po<>S and cons of The New 
Jedi Order: Destiny's Way, the 
I 4th book in the series. 
" [The Force] is an awareness 
of the wor!d around you," sa id 
Thorn Olsen, who organizes the 
Schaumburg meetings. "Not 
everybody's the same. The les-
sons in the books are about deal-
ing with life." 
Some agree that Olsen's senti-
ments sum up the appeal of the 
science fiction genre in genera l. 
"The readership [of science 
fiction] tends to feel an alien-
ation from what the real world 
is," said John Pfeiffer, who first 
taught science fiction class at 
the undergraduate level at the 
Air Force Academy in 1971. 
"There is an optimism that isn ' t 
present in the real world 
Readers may not even think of 
it. They experience narratives 
that have meanings just as much 
as life does. It seems more 
friend ly." 
By Mary Kroeck/Assistant A&E Editor 
B~~ause the group's members 
are spread between the city and 
sub:.:rh::, the ci:Jb has two loca-
ttor.s--the Borders at 150 N. 
State St. in Chicago and the 
Barnes & Noble at 590 E. Golf 
Road in Schaumburg. 
"[The boo!< club] helps pro-
' mot~ the s~ore," said Laurie 
Smith, district market;ng man-
ager at a Borders in the down-
town Chicago area. "If someone 
sees il'formation about the club, 
they're welcome to join. It helps 
The group does more than just 
read. There are various other 
events as well , such as bowling, 
paintball , ice skating and holi-
day parties. 
Members of the Chicago Star wars Errant Venture Book Club meet at Borders at 150 N. State St. 
Aug. 26 to discuss aspects of a recent 'Star Wars' book. 
" People in book clubs are 
doing something out-of-the-box 
for o~r cuiture," Pfeiffer, who is 
also a professor of eng lish and 
literature at Central Michigan 
University said . "They pursue 
[reading] with passion and 
love." 
The next group meeting will 
MINIMUM $5)000 (OMPE:NSATION 
EGG DONORS NEEDED! 
Help Make A 
Dream 
Come True. 
The Center for 
EGG 
Options 
LLC 
Our egg donor program 1'5 completei:J anon:3mous a nd 
Is owned and o perated b:3 our l?rofesslonal and caring 
nu:-s lng staff. We are in need of hea lt h:;! , no n-smoking 
females between the ages ot 21- )0 :3ears o ld. Local 
ph:Jsiclans and gas reimbursement are availa ble. 
be held later this month at the 
Schaumburg location. They will 
be discussing The New Jedi 
Order: Force Heretic 1: 
Remnant. For more information 
on the group, check out its web-
site at www.chicagoforce.org 
mkroeck@chronic/email. com 
• Matches made 9uickl:3. 
2+/7 d o nor support. 
847.656.8733 
773.490.EGGS 
www.egg411 -com 
info@egg411 .com 
got something to sell? 
get classified's. 
Columbia Chronide has its on dassified service to help you make o little extra 
money when you can't get a hold of your parents. 
www.columbiachronicleclassifieds.com 
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Reviews 
•••• 
Mastodott 
Blood MCHuttai!l 
Few bands manage to bal· 
ance true grind with 
melody and remain com· 
pletely legitimate. 
Mastodon's third studio 
release is arguably the 
best heavy record this 
year. bllancmg brutal. 
early-Metallica riffS. 
pounding drums and 
mean metal screams that 
never get old. More metal 
than devil horns at a 
Slayer concert. - B Wilir~ 
If you're looltmg for a 
"'~)'to commemorate the 
fifth aMI\ enary of the 
9 II alllKk.s. J!O Stt th1~ 
film Whtle 11 show< 
man· Jf the l"llCm0<1lble 
SCenC:S from ~I cb). 11 
abo tells the ~toT) of r.. o 
Pon uthonT) pollee offi· 
cers "'ho struuled to <ur· 
• 1•c after ~tng tupJXd 
fOf hours undrr the r~ncn 
IO"'er< \( ,1.,.., ~ 
• • 
Jarualc5 
Fudback 
• • • 
lnvhtdb~ 
£nnon Con" 
Premium Blend 
While Ftdback features 
decent beats and wann 
harmonies, it doesn't say 
much. Rhymers Marc 
?even, Chali 2na, Zaaltir 
and Akil recycle and 
regurgitate old raps leav-
ing the music stale. This 
album may be lighter· 
themed than its predects· 
sor, but JS sounded better 
when they were conscious 
about their place in hip-
hop. - 8 Wilire 
nhke most typ1cal foot-
ball TTl()\le<. lnvrncrl>lf' IS 
not full of us-sl~ppmg 
team bondmg TTl()ITimts 
and was actu .. !ly pretty 
good It tell• the <torv o f 
one Ph1lndelph1a f"gles 
fan who tned out for the 
tum m the 1 o~o. and 
ended up brtngmg the 
•pmt b.tck mto ~ <trug· 
ghng te,un ,1n<l Cit)' 
II (ir<Jh,rm 
Tolclng o cloMr loolc ot Chicago's local bands 
• ••• Dirty Pretty 1'116!1p 
Rttunt to Waterloo 
••• 
=i:!. 
••• 
Pnlject Raaway 
Bra>YJ 
TheL 
I have been a critical 
watcher of this show ew:r 
Slncethcyvotedoffswed 
bttle Ahson. but this 
qnsode kepc me booked 
Wlth all the chma. 
Jeffrey's a man-bitc;h. 
Laura doesn't have a soul 
and Angela's flower 
obsess1on is hilarious. It' 
hlte a mental wvd b 
fasluon1 Ills. • 
-T~ 
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The Mors Vullo: pretentious ond proud 
Prog-rockers The Mars Volta release 
their disappointing third studio effort 
'Amputechture' . 
By Brent Steven White/ Assistant A&E Editor 
Just three short years ago, The 
Mars Volta were nothing but an 
obscure rock ba.nd that appealed 
to music fans of equal obscuri-
ty-fans left !icking their wounds 
when At the Drive-In (the band 
The Mars Volta grew out ot) 
ceased to exist. They've since 
become a common name in .every 
circle of rock music, having 
released three studio albums: the 
incredible and conceptually 
bizarre . De-Loused in · the 
Comaiorium, the erratic yet 
melodic Frances the Mute, and 
now this · uninteresting, mind-
numbing piece of crap, 
Amputechture. 
On this album; the band takes 
their improvisational, overly self-
indulgent ambitions, capitalizes 
on the technical textures and cat-
apults their sound into \1 black 
void of boring. 
Melody is something which 
singer Cedric Bixler and guitarist 
Omar Rodriguez are t'ully capa-
ble of creating-listen to De-
Loused for proof-but on 
Amputechture, it's thrown away 
and replaced with a sordid 
attempt to fulfill the band's goal 
of being a progressive, experi-
mental; jazz-latent, L.atin-rock, 
- indefinable mix of styles. 
It succeeds in these things, but 
in the process puts e·1ery listener 
. (wh'l isn't on LSD) to sleep. 
.f, ~ 
Years of touring and perfect-
ing their improvisational skills 
live .ttt.e band never perfonns 
their songs as they appear on 
albums) has led The Mars Volta 
to abandon traditional song struc-
turing, and instead adopt their 
live style on record. Nasally 
whines and annoying groans 
replace melody and lyrical sub-
stance, while-guitar solos distort 
nearly all of the bottom rhythm. 
The contributions from bassist 
Juan Alderete de Ia Peiia and 
drummer Jon Theodore (who are 
the true virtuosos of this band) 
are overshadowed by Rodriguez 
and Bixler, and what's left is an 
organic mix of the two master-
minds behind this band. If this 
album were released in the late 
'60s, it would be dubbed The 
Cedric and Omtir Experience. 
Amputechture does, however, 
retain certain fundamental fea-
tures unique to The Mars Volta: 
bizarre, unpronounceable, mean-
ingless song titles 
( "Mecca mpu tee h tu re" 
· "Tetragrammaton"), and one 
song .blatantly written for radio. 
Here, that song is "Vermicide," 
which begins slow and dreamy, 
then kicks into a catchy, consis-
tent refrain. But the bridge 
sounds like cheeky cocktail jazz, 
and Rodriguez ruins the rest of it 
with an overlapping, overdone 
The Mars Volta's third album, 'Amputechture,' comes out Sept. 12. 
guitar solo. The only other song 
worth a damn is "Asi los 
Magdalena," which sounds like 
something you'd hear perfo'nned 
by a homeless mariachi band in a 
remote part of Mexico. To be fair, 
Bixler does sing beautifully on 
this track. 
Before Amputechture, the real 
beauty of the band was the sepa-
ration of album material from the 
manipulated live material. It was 
two different bands, and it 
worked. Now, The Mars Volta 
has transferred their live style to 
record, and in the process created 
a massive, top-heavy heap of 
sonic inconsistencies not worth 
the time to digest. 
This band wants to push the· 
envelope and challenge its listen-
ers, but Miles Davis wanted to do 
that when he released Bitches 
Brew, and as a result, most of his 
fans wound up hating him for it. 
bwhite@chroniclemail.com 
The Mars Volta 
"Amputechture" 
~~000 
~·:·,welcome back 
students, facu~ty 
and staff. 
Have a great fall 
semester! 
You can also visit us online at www.columbiachronicle.com 
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Fiction Writing Department 
Looking 
fora class? 
Think 
Fiction 
Writing! 
Are you interested in writing? 
Are you creative? 
Do you have stories to tell? 
See your department advisor or 
view our course descriptions on Oasis 
during Registration for Fall2006, 
now through September II, 2006. 
For more information call312-344-7611 
Classes available in 
•:• Short Stories 
•:• Novels 
•:• Creative Nonfiction 
•:• Script F onns 
Story Worbbope IDd other 
f idioo WritioJ ~t 
counel will improve Jaldina. writiq. 
spcakina.llttenJna. vilulllzina. and 
creative problem-totvina lldlla 
utdul for every c:ollep major and the job rrwbt. 
fktJon WritJna Ocpertment 
12" floor, 624 8. Mlc:hlpn Avenue 
HOKIN GALLERY AND HOKIN ANNE. X 
I ' I • ~\ '\" ' .I' \\ ·• • • . '' 
\'\II) I \\1 I \' '• I I ' , 
14TH ANNUAL [C)SPACES HONORS EXHIBmON 
AUGUST 28- SEPTEMBER 27. 2006 
RECEPTION It ARTWALK: THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, S-8PM 
AWARDS CEREMONY: 5:30 PM 
The 14th annual [CJSJWtCH Honors Exhib ition features students of 
outstandln& artistic: ac:hlewment In photo&raphy, fashion. &raphlc clesitn. 
fi lm and " Ideo. television and ali flne art media. (C)Spe.c:es Honofs II 
jurled by loc:al arts profesalonala and allart.lsts were nominated by faculty 
members of Columbia Colle&e Chlc:a&o. 
C33 GALLERY. , , , . , 
tfl >1 ·~·. 1 \ ',1 ' \I \I< ',. \" 'Ill •• , ' ', • \ •, , " " '• 
BODY MAPS, SEPTEMBER S -ocTOBER 13, 2006 
RECEPTION & ARTWALK: THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 7, S- 8PM 
BOdymaPt It an bhlblt of 14 llf .. l,. c:olla&es c:rHled by the Bambenanl 
women. a &roup of women II'VIn& with HIV and AIDS trom the Kahyelltsha 
township near Cape Town. South Afrlc:a. These artworkS were developed 
rrom the Memory Bo~ pro)tc:t. a communl\1 enaa&ed proa,.m Initiated by 
the uno.,erslty or C.pe Town and Mtdec:lna Sana Frontitrn. In response 
to lht arow1n1 number or South Atrlc:ont H"ln& wtth HIV aod AIOS.For info. 
ptetM call 312 344 8828. 
Pr"stnted by lnttttule ror 1111 Stu<Sy of Women and Gender In the Arts 
ond Media. Columbia Colle&• Chlc:aao In collabOration wit h OKRUTS 
Johanntsbur&. 0 Krut Pro)tC:II. New Yorll. Unlversl\1 of Cape Town. tnd 
C ntrtr tor Soc:ttl Scltnc:e Rtstarc:ll. Cloe Town. 
GlASS CURTAIN GALLERY 
I ' • I .• \ '' \ I '. ' I '' '' 
•Ill o.\o \'- ' ,• • \I ','I'\.' '' ' ' 
INACTIVI/ ACTIVI, 'llt,ORMATIVI ICULPTUitl 
AUOU r '8 rPr MD R 2 . 20Qe 
AEC PTION & ARTWALK• THUR DAY. S PTEMB R l', S· IPM 
LlCfURl'/11.10 PRUlNfATION OY AMY VOUNOS. lPliMitR 21.. 
I ,OOPM 
Pltwn Otoller. Htl<ll ~umto. l'trnando O,.l ltnt. Arf\'1 un , tltiN 
Rltf tnCI ~•n Rlottd Pity tht role or inven1Qr/ t11'-t In P"lMfl\11'11 
l)t!ffOiftiiiiYt IOUIDturt II thl Oltl Cllttlltl tl .. t~ t Coi11Mb4t Co4 
Chlaeao. hoh worll prtttntiCI perf rma en lndtviCiutl function. ~'""' 
11 It 1111 o-,ollnl of t uohldt ot tilt atlnlnt ot plflt'l*\l Ml 
1111 •• 0111 for vie-.r 11\IIIIOtlon wi\Ue otllete elmpiy went to 1M wet 
IMmln ly tllf n I u , HOI\ pi M ~~~~ I Ill 
hlllCIIIOn, Myol\0 whll II uld I I IIIII bj t. 
lu t 
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Mixed medio goins momentum 
Performances that collage mediums on the rise in Chicago 
arts fest Around the Coyote 
People like to arrange things 
into groups, and art is no excep-
tion. At this year's Around the 
Coyote Art Festi~al, the artists' 
works will be arranged into s ix 
categories: Visual Art, Dance, 
Film, Literature, Music and 
Theatre . Some of them, however, 
can't be so simply classified. 
The Around the Coyote festi- · 
val, which is in its third year, 
takes place at locations all over 
Wicker Park and Bucktown, in 
By Mark Byrne/A&E Editor 
spaces ranging from art galleries 
to bars to donated loft spaces. If 
the previous years are any indica-
tion, 7,000 to I 0,000 people are 
expect~d to check it out during its 
run from Sept. 8 through Sept. I 0. 
Since its first year, the festival 
has made its name as an impor-
tant part of Chicago's art scene, 
bringing to light the work of hun-
dreds of artists-the majority of 
whom are from Chicago--in a 
variety of fields . For some 
, a junior photo 
artists, it's a mixture o f several 
of those fie lds. Allison Stites, the 
executive director of Around the 
Coyote, says the festival gives a 
good idea of what C hicago 
artists are into, and mixed media 
is on the ri se. 
" Our goal is to keep the festi· 
val very reflective of what's hap-
pening in the emerging arts 
scene in Chicago," ~lites said. 
"One major trend is that artists 
are working in more than one 
ments for a piece titled 'What is Monotony? Monotony?' Lange chore-
ographed the ~Jiece and will be perfor.Thg it at the Around the Coyote Fall Arts Festival in Wicker 
Park/Bucktown Sept. 8 - Sept.1 0. 
H<.ll.11<' of the .Euuous 
GJIACKNEYBURGER_, 
S INCE 1<}39 
()j',~ll 7 J.'ly•" w~e:k. fHr lu "': J1 a nJ d.innt!r, lu-~o'lkfn li' t HJt w.:ekc-r,Js. 
'Hont1.1.y ti11·Hu~h TlnJrjlldoJ y on ly. Nn t v01 l id w ith .u1y n t h e,- offc1·. 
Ou4• pcr t .. hlc. 77 ."3 S . O carht>rn (.tl Polk) "3 1 :~ -461 - 1116 
Help create a family. 
Chicago's first and most highly respected 
program is looking for the following: 
EGG DONORS 
$7,000 compensation to healthy women between the ages 
medium . They're sort of 
exploring the intersections of 
different media." 
One artist who does just that is 
Karen Lange, a Chicago resident 
and art teacher at Palatine High 
School in Palatine, Ill. Lange's 
performance, "What is 
Monotony? Monotony? 
Monotony?" brings together ele-
ments of dance, film and aud io. 
Lange commuted between 
Chicago and Palatine for eight 
years, a drive that is between 40 
minutes and two and a half 
hours, and wanted to comment 
on the monotony of that drive 
and other aspects of everyday· 
life that are done repeatedly 
without question. 
" I'm fascinated by commut-
ing," said Lange. " I don ' t think 
we.question it." 
Lange's piece features three 
performers, herself included, 
who act out the motions of a day 
in unison to a string quartet, 
three times, with fi lm playi ng in 
the background. Though it has 
many layers, the performance is 
drawn together by a common 
theme, the quest ion in the 
piece 's title. 
" I think that [mixed media 
art] is very up and coming," 
Larige--said. " It allows for a lot 
of different things to happen." 
Zoe Asta brings together 
sound and visual aspects with 
her performance as we ll. Her 
piece, " What the Bridges Told 
Me," features photography by 
Chris Bernacchi, accompanied 
by audio recordings. Asta 
recorded sound from underneath 
five bridges that span the 
Chicago River, all of which are 
set for demolition. 
Asta said that she wanted to 
bring together the photography 
and the sounds to g ive a more 
complete feel for the environ-
ment, but doesn ' t think the two 
are a lways a good fit . 
" I don't necessarily th ink it's 
natural," Asta said. " I think it's 
kind <>fa challenge, actuall y, to 
try to put those two things 
together and make it make sense 
to people ." 
Both Asta and Lange's pieces 
will premiere at the festiva l, and 
by the ir own pred ictions, won 't 
be the on ly artists there who col-
lage media. If Stites and Asta are 
right about this trend in art, even 
more will follow. 
" I think a focus on sound is 
becoming a bigger and bigger 
trend in the art world," Asta said , 
citing other artists by whom she 
was insp ired. 
Lange, who got her master 's 
degree recently from the Art 
Institute of Chicago, said it is 
important for artists to know 
what others are doing, and she is 
excited to see what others will 
bring to the Around the Coyote 
festival. 
" Rarely do artists work in vac-
uums," Lange said . " We're 
learning from other people." 
mbyrne@chroniclemail. com 
cf 20-29 to be anonymous egg donors. Donors will 
evaluated, take medication and undergo a minor .$.~ .. ~.~~--~J..-~.~ ..  w..• ~ .... ?..9..V..~ .. ~.9~~-~- ..  ~.~ 
procedure. Serious inquiries only. 
GESTATIONAL SURROGATES 
Minimum compensation $20,000. Healthy women between the 
ages of 21-35 who have given birth to at least one child. 
.(!l~!<.lJ.I.AE\.~RMI.~).IQr:tt!Ql. 
• 
, ................... ..................... . 
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Improvers put honds into puppetry 
Kermit b.:wr.-e. M1ss Piggy 
migh; actuaii. get the charce to 
ha~ her way with you if Brian 
1-!enson hss ilis way. ·Henson, son 
of the late Jim He.,son. put 
t~gethc:T an improv pup~t show 
that's not so suitable for children. 
TV shows like "Scsan1e Street'' 
.md "The Muppets" have intro-
duced young audiences to the 
medium. Comedy Central's 
·'Crank Yankers" helped bring the 
medium bad. to an adult audi· 
ence. So. "'hile "Jim Henson's 
Puppet lmprov" is not the first of 
1ts lund. it is g1ving more atten-
tion t.o a relatively new kind of 
comedy. Puppet improv is creep-
ing into the comedy circle and 
has audiences gasping in only a 
way puppets bumping on stage 
can make them do . 
.. , don't think puppet improv is 
tOially different from regular 
human improv.- said Ari Frede. 
one of the puppeteers of the i.O. 
sho,. -Felt.- ~1 don't thmk it's a 
genre If n is. it's a Vef) small. 
but nsible genre.-
"Fdt" LS an unpro'lsN pup-
~ shO" that opened Ill ~b) 
The sho,. uses pur'X1s to per· 
form lung-fonn 1m1:ro' The act 
had three ,. ecks of sellout 
sho"' s tn A ugwt and IS current· 
:~ m a.t open run 
.. , thmk the b1g d1ffc:Tence 1s 
tth: (IUPf'ClS I nn get 2"' ~~ "rth 
so much more than 1f ,.e ,.c:re to 
Jo ~'1: ~o• w1th humans.- saKI 
C :::gr Jaunc. ~ • felt - puppeteer 
and fonnet Columb1.a student 
·,\f1~ ,.c lurted domg the 
Cute and fuzzy gets taken to a whole new level 
show, ! heard a lot of other 
groups doing it too." · 
The idea for the show came 
from puppeteer Matt Nelson 
when the group members were 
discuMing ideas for a show over 
drinks. 
Jaime tried to do something 
similar to "Felt" in 1999. He 
presented the idea to Chama 
Halpern, one of the founders of 
i.O .. and they tried to order pup-
pets from the Henson Company. 
The puppets. however. were too 
expensive, and the show got put 
on hold. 
"We went out of our way to 
get puppets that look like those 
on ·sesame Street.'" Jaime said. 
"The audience gets taken back a 
little "'hen the puppets swear 
like every little kid wants to:· 
The show can get 1 bit 
utreme. since it's entirely based 
off of an audience sugestion. 
One night the audience SU&JeS· 
lion •vas "amateur taxidemust." 
Thc1; was also a bar scene. 
"'h1ch mevitably ended wJth 
puppets makmg out and takmg 
off th<'n cloths 
" I t.hought the show "'IS. on 
the whole. 'U) successful and 
"''ell-crafted.- n1d O;an1el 
K1bblesm1th. ft recent Columb11 
gndu3te ,.ho att<'nded • pet· 
fCY.ITiancc of - Fch - " Like most 
1mpro\ It had I fc"' s)OIO pomt~. 
but the trot.pe c;ame off as "'ell· 
pr11c1lccd and profus1onal It 
d1dn ' t feel hkc ~ g•mm1ck -
K 1bblesnuth. 22. created an 
lntemct ~ .,_ Q)led "Mr 
By Mary Kroeck/Assistant A&E Editor 
Thing and Mr. Place." 
" I got the impression that most 
of [the performers] were capable 
puppeteers and not improv per· 
formers who happened to own 
puppets," Kibblesmith said. 
"Operating a puppet believably is 
a lot harder than it looks, and 
[it]opens up a slightly odder 
world of hilarious physicality and 
foam-faced deadpan." 
Elizabeth Luce has been 
involved with the puppet medi· 
urn since she was S years old. 
"They ' re a distilled type of 
character," Luce said. "They're 
kind of an essence of a being. If 
you want them to be funny, out-
rageous, [or] over the top, it 
doesn't strain your belief. It can 
do anything." 
Luce has been a professional 
artist, designer and puppet 
builder for over 25 years. 
" (Puppets] are a really good 
way to tell a story," Luce said . 
"There's an energy about some-
one p<irtraying·a character [with 
a puppet]. It's a totally excellent 
med1a for comedy." 
mkroeck@chroniclemail.com 
The puppets of 1 o·s 'Felt' may 1oott hke the ones you remember from 'Sesame Street,' but they 
ce11a1nty don't act hke them 
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A website with o 
drug problem 
and in smaller amounts." 
Craigstist isn ' t the only website 
pot smokers are using to find mar-
ijuana. One website, 
WeBeHigh.com, hosts user-con-
tributed pages for many world 
cities, including Seattle, that ~tail 
where to find marijuana dealers. 
Police in other cities around the 
country have been increasingly 
vigilant against online . crime via 
craigslist and other sites. Last year, 
Boston police arrested five women 
suspected of running a prostitution 
ring that advertised on craigslist. 
Police in Hanover, Mass. recently 
arrested a 44-year-old woman who 
allegedly sold Ecstasy and other . 
drugs online. 
ing a <;onnection" online then on 
the s!Rets. · 
Anolht¥ man from west Seattle, 
who was m::ently o11ering a quar-
ter ounce of marijuana for $75-
"the good stuff," be said-thinlcs 
his clients would rather e-mail a 
dealer back and forth for a few 
days to make sure they're legit 
than risk meeting someone and· 
having the deal go awry. 
Craigslist.org becomes a place for pot peddlers "You never know what's going 
to happen," he said. "You could 
easily get robbed or beat up if you 
run into the wrong people ." 
The classified-adve rti s ing 
web site cra igslist.org has 
become popular in recent years 
with young, tech-savvy ci ty 
dwellers seeking apartments, 
jobs and for-sa!•. items. 
But it's a lso being used as an 
Information Age black market 
for some Seattle-area marijuana 
dealers. 
"'I'm not too concerned about 
getting caught." said Eric, a 
Bellevut:, Wash .. man in hi~ early 
30s who peddles pot oniine 
through craigslist. 
Local and federal law enforc·e-
ment officials said they're aware 
dealers like Eric are turning to 
craigslist and other websites to sell 
pot, but the amounts sold are gen-
erally so small they 're not very 
concerned. 
Eric, who spoke on the condi-
tion that his last name not be used, 
said he doesn ·: make much of a 
profil-if any- but sells enough 
marijuana so he can smoke for 
free. He sells small amounts; usu-
ally an eighth o f an oun~e. which 
brings in $30 to $40. Most clients 
are friends or friends of friends, 
Eric said. 
But as some customers have 
moved away or no longer want to 
light up, he 's found replacement 
demand onlin~. 
Craigslist prohibits illegal activ-
By Na1han Hurst / MCT 
ity, but the website is mostly self-
policed, according to a spokes-
woman for the site. 
Eric scans craigslist fo r ads 
placed by people who are seeking 
pot ,,l,;,re often than not, he'll fmd 
someone posting an ad looking for 
marijuana using code names like 
"Mary Jane," "MJ," "the sticky 
icky," " the chronic" and "420." 
Recently, however, Eric posted 
an ad on cratgslis t indicating he 
was willing to trade marijuana for 
sexual favors from women or 
money from men. Men who 
offered up a woman for sex would 
get a discount. 
" It's not prostitution," he said , 
noting he had completed a few 
transactions in response to the ad. 
"It's like a date, j ust weed instead 
of dinner." 
Eric isn' t alone in his sex-for-
drugs cyber-trade. Recent ads 
posted on craigslist included an 
Everett man who wanted to 
"smoke some 420 and hook up 
with a cute guy" and a man in 
Seattle's Queen Anne neighbor-
hooJ who offered women a place 
to smoke pot, but warned: " I might 
try to kiss you or touch you." 
Eric doesn ' t flaunt his pot deal-
ing and said he doubts his neigh-
bors (or law enforcement) know 
about what he does. 
Authorities haven 't given him 
reason to worry. 
Jeff Eig. spokesman fo r the 
US Drug Enforcem ent 
Adminis tration 's Seattle office, 
said the amounts o f illicit drugs 
sold via online transactions are 
gene ra lly so smali that his 
agency hasn ' t specifically gone 
after c raigs list users dea ling 
dope. 
Instead, he said, the DEA has 
chosen to focus on online pharma-
cies that sell drugs such as 
OxyContin, morphine and Ritalin 
- all legal but restricted prescrip-
tion drugs-to people without pre-
scriptions at a high profit margin. 
"We've done stings with online 
pharmacies," Eig said. "We have a 
division called diversion control 
which regularly investigates how 
dealers are getting legal drugs into 
the illicit market." 
Lt. Wi lliam Edwards of the 
Seattle Police Department's nar-
cotics unit said cracking down on 
dealers selling drugs on craigslist 
and other s ites such as Myspace, 
LiveJoumal and Friendster is "on 
the radar screen but no t a priority." 
"While we don't have anything 
ongoing, we do monitor it from 
time to time," he said. " But right 
now we're just not seeing that 
much. In other j urisdictions there 
seems to be more trafficking. But 
here, it appears to be mostly coded 
Even though Seattle voters in 
2004 approved an initiative that 
required police to make enforcing 
marij uana possession for adults the 
lowest priority, selling is still a 
felonious offense under s tate law. 
Possession of less than 40 grams is 
a misdemeanor. 
Despite the law, Eric and two 
other dealers contacted by The 
Seattle Times who sell marijuana 
online said they simply aren' t that 
concerned. 
One dealer who lives in Seattle's 
Montlake neighborhood said his 
customers feel more at ease "mak-
None of the dealers are worried 
about retribution from craigslist or 
other sites. · 
Susan Best, spokeswoman for 
San Francisco-based, craigslist, 
said the .company prohibits drug 
peddling and similar crimes on its 
s ite and cooperates with law 
enforcement when asked. 
Still, the site relies on users to 
monitor posts. Users can flag posts 
that potentially violate the sate's 
rules, but many regarding drug use 
remain active for days, sometimes 
expiring before site administrators 
can delete them. 
"Let me be clear," Best wrote. 
' 'We don't want illegal activity on 
our site. It is not weltome." 
Craigslist.org, a popular classified ads website, features listings 
of everything from housing to free furniture. Recently, it became 
a place to buy marijuana (shown above) as well. 
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49 Actor Wallach 
51 Small guitars 
52 Rotten · 
54 Invest w~h regal 
authority 
57 Struts proudly · 
59 Victory signs 
60 Jeans-maker 
Strauss 
61 Fir leaf 
66 Just manages 
67 Valhalla leader 
68 Like prunes and 
. raisins 
69 Winqow parts 
70 Camping home 
71 Church oouncil 
DOWN 
1 Ring off. 
2 Period 
3 Pointed tool 
4 0U33t 
5 Underhanded 
persor. 
6 Inventor's 
document 
7 Letters before 
. · an alias 
8 Young woman 
9 Go in 
10 Male graduate 
11 More optimistic 
12 Settle a soore 
13 Rock shelves 
18 Schuss 
22 Tune 
23 One and only 
24 Banyan or 
mangrove 
25 Genuine 
26 Slender-necked 
antelope 
30 Sunday seat 
33 _ of Cancer 
34 ·_ the land .. ." 
36 Skelton or 
Buttons 
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.40 Shark type 
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W hen we spotted 
Jenn Morian, 23, of St. 
Louis, she was wearing 
@ @ ® an all black outfit, mainly 
@1 $ • from Diesel. Even 
though her attire was 
• • • accented with chic metal 
8 8 8 buttons, she said she 
e e e loves accessorizing with 
8 something personal. This 
8 
season, it 's her purse. 
• ••• 
•••• 
• ••• 
• ••• 
• ••• 
"I like taking one thing 
every season and redo-
ing it," said Morian. 
" Name brand logo 
bags have become really 
popular. I found a cheap 
knock-off, spray painted 
it, and people always ask 
me where I got it. The 
whole trend is so 
overblown it's funny." 
Michael Jareck iffhe Chronicle 
------~~----------------------------------~----------------------------------------------
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Aries (March 2 1 - A pril 20): 
Your younger sibling will invent 
a device that revolutionizes the 
way people have orgasms 
Unfortunately, you cannot use i t 
wi thout thinking of him or her 
naked while testing the thing out. 
0 Taurus (Apri l 2 1 - M ay 2 1): \Vhile eating a qut:Sadilla, a friend will tell you a j oke that succeeds 
so well at making you laugh that 
sour cream comes out of your 
nose, which only makes the situa-
tion even more deadly. 
• 
Gemini (May 22 - June 2 1): 
Watching television with youc 
genitals pressed onto the screen 
will most likely make you steri le. 
Cancer (June 22 - July 23): 
Vegan sex toys j ust don't taste as 
good as the real tiling. 
• 
Leo (July 24 - Aug. 23): 
Plagiarizing " Peaches" by The 
Presidents of the United States of 
America for an upcoming poetry 
class wi ll earn you an A. The 
teacher, however, will enjoy your 
handiwork so much that he'll 
read it to the rest of the class for 
inspiration, which only produces 
an orgy of more plagiarism. 
G Virgo (Aug. 24 - Sept. 23): The Mothman Prophecies are only as real as you want them to 
be. 
e Libra (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23): Your discriminating taste in bot-tled water will lead you to great 
fortune down tile road when you 
discover that your l1rinc is 
remarkably pure. Ever the young 
capitalist, you make mi ll ions 
selling your golden product to 
water sport.s enthusiasts. 
(I I Scorpio (Oct. 24- Nov. 22): Your significant other will show a sexual interest in dressing up 
l ike Truman Capote and talking 
dirty to you. Play along with i t. 
• 
Sagittarius (Nov. 23 - Dec. 
21 ): Beware. Wearing a Spccdo 
decorated with Campbell's soup 
ean labels is only a good idea 
when you're an overweight 60-
year-old man who insists on more 
frequent aduh swim time. 
8 Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 20): Sniffing your own farts will lead you on a path to your future 
spouse. Here's to milk and burri-
tos! 
• 
Aquarius (Jan. 21 - Feb. 19): 
Angry at the world for doubting 
your dc..."Cision tu major in poetry, 
you'll show rhcm all by gelling a 
teaching job at the uni\crsity you 
graduated !Tom. 
• 
Pisces (Feb. 20 - March 20): 
The only thing you can do now is 
get a warlock spray-painted on the 
side of your van. 
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Apple Store - Columbia College 
Suite 224, 33 East Congress Parkway 
applestore@colum.edu 
312-344-BMAC ti Authorized Campus Store 
ATTENTION CLASS OF 2007! 
THE DATE OF COMMENCEMENT 2007 HAS CHANGED! 
Please mark your calendars: the Columbia College Ch icago 2007 
commencement exercises for undergraduate and graduate 
students will take place on: 
SATURDAY, MAY 12, 2007 at Navy Pier 
Please bookmark the commencement websites as your check point for: 
• information on Commencement and Manifest 
• details on the graduation ceremonies 
•the undergraduate seniors listserv for informative email updates 
!ltravel and hotel information 
Visit today and check back often! 
Undergrads MUST visit the site to join the sen iors only listserv! 
www.colum.edujcommencement 
Graduate students please check: 
www.colum.edujgraduatejgradcompreppage.html 
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Rival companies to-follow U.S. Cellular underground 
More wireless 
service likely to 
launch in CfA 
subway tunnels 
By Allison Riggio 
Assistant City Beat Editor 
After rolling out service in early 
Augt:sl. U.S. Cellular is currently 
the on I) wirdess provider to have 
its network 111 the L'hrcago Transit 
,\uthurity's subwa:; tunnels . 
Accor<!mg to it.; compc-t!tcrs. how-
ever. U.S Cellular might not be 
t!w only tunne!-dweller for long. 
R~r.rcser:tatives from several 
:t:at!m2 wire!C!SS providers have 
>tared that t:tq, too, have plans to 
partner wrth the:: CTA in the future. 
"Other wirdess service 
r>roviders have expressed interest 
in providing service to th~ir cus-
tomers in the CTA subways, and 
[the] CTA is working with them," 
said CTA representative Robyn 
Ziegler in an e-mail. "Now that 
one provider has service up and 
running, we will be following up 
with the other companies." 
According to Ziegler, ;he Blue 
Line contains roughly seven miles 
of underground tracks, while the 
Red Line has just over four miles. 
This translates to riders spending 
an average of 20 to 25 minutes 
underground while riding either 
the Blue or Red Line on any given 
day, Ziegler said. 
In 2005, the CTA completed 
construction of a technology sys-
tem that was originally built to 
improve underground communi-
cation for CTA personnel, police 
and fire departments, Ziegler said. 
The CTA decided to lease the new 
infrastructure to wrreless providers 
for additional revenue, and 
requested that local companies 
develop proposals for network 
construction plans. 
"[The] CTA will receive $2.9 
million for the I 0-year lease agree-
ment with U.S. Cellular," Ziegler 
said. "'This revenue goes into the 
CTA's operating budget, which is 
used to oay for day-to-day operat-
ing expenditure~ " 
According :o Brian Mehta, 
director o f marketing for U.S. 
Cellular's Midwest Region, U.S. 
Cellular was the first company to 
propose an acceptable plan to the 
CTA for build-out in the tunnels. 
"One o f the areas that bubbled 
up as an opportunity, as well as a 
concern for our customers, was the 
lack of cellular coverage in the 
CTA tunnels,'' Mehta said. He 
added that 911 calls placed under-
ground during a July II Blue Line 
derailment highlighted the need 
for cellular service· to customers in 
the subway. 
Because of the technology used 
to se: up wireless service in the 
subways, it is possible that some 
customers with competing compa-
nies can roam on U.S. Cellular's 
network, Mehta said. 
Many competitors, however, 
aim to provide their customers 
with more than just the possibility 
of a roaming call. 
According to Verizon Wireless 
spokeswoman Carolyn 
Schamberger, the CTA and 
Verizon Wireless have been dis-
cussing possible options for net-
work expansion. 
"We have a great relationship 
Andrew Nei'-/The Chronicle 
One of many U.S. Cellular ads placed in CTA trains promoting new service in subway tunnels. 
U.S. Cellular is currently the only network to partner with the CTA. 
with the city," Schamberger said. 
"We will continue to look at what 
· options are available for us so that 
we can ... provide optimal service 
for our customers- and that 
includes customers who travel on 
theCTA." 
Though representatives for 
Sprint, T-Mobile and Cingular 
stated that they were evaluating 
their current options, none of the 
companies had solidified any plans 
with the CTA thus far. 
Chris Comes, director of public 
relations for Cingular in Illinois, 
added that the company has not 
seen a high demand from cus-
tomers to have service under-
ground, but that Cingular would 
continue to examine the wireless 
expansion options available with 
theCTA. 
"It's pretty noisy down there in 
the subway system," Comes said. 
" It would be very difficult to nec-
essarily carry on a voice call while 
the el is moving. It's [the] very 
early stages of really seeing what 
[the] possibilities could be for 
potential expansion." 
John Walls, vice ·president of 
public affairs for a wireless expan-
sion group called CTIA, said in an 
e-mail that the abundance of 
choices consumers have in the 
wireless industry greatly_ affeets 
competition. 
Contracts like the one between 
the CTA and U.S. Cellular are 
evolving in cities across the coun-
try, he said. 
"Partnerships such as this illus-
trate the ever-growing desire and 
capability we have of being able to 
communicate how we want, when 
we want, where we want," Walls 
said. "Service providers are 
always looking for opportunities 
like this to get an upper hand on 
their compe,titors by providing 
consumers [with] unique opportu-
nities." 
ariggio@chronic/~aj_l.com 
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Bl"ke 2015.• made up of recommendations, which are only guaranteed to be 
considered. Chicago looks to Some motorists in Chicago 
th seem open to the idea of making 0 er cities for help . the streets more bike friendly. 
Andre Newsome, 28, commutes 
Continued from Back Page 
place. B1keways consist not only 
of bike lanes, but recreational 
paths as well. 
Of the !50 different strategies 
to revamp and improve bicycling 
in Chicago, Gomberg said the 
city has already begun working 
on 75. The plan, howeve·r, is only 
45 minutes every day from 
Maywood, He said even though 
he hasn't heard about the plan, he 
thinks it's a good idea. 
"They've got to do something 
about [bikes]," Newsome said. 
"I've got no problem sharing the 
road with [bikes] as long as they 
follow the same rules as cars do." 
During the development of the 
plan, Gomberg and others looked 
Tired 
at similar bike-friendly cities to 
get tips on what enforcement 
techniques worked and also what 
promotional strategies effecti ve-
ly encouraged 
handful of bridges," Smith said. 
Education is also a key ele-
ment and often effective strategy 
when promoting bicycling, 
according to 
biking. Of the 
cities studied, 
Portland, Ore., 
currently has 
about 270 miles 
of bikeways. 
Jeff Smith , 
bicycle special-
ist for the City 
of Portland 
Office of 
Transportation, 
said major 
"In San Francisco, we 
often look out to Chicago 
and say, 'Wow, it seems 
like they 've got a lot 
going on all the way 
from the mayor down. "' 
Smith. 
For nearly 
four 
Smith 
Portland 
years, 
said, 
has 
been targeting 
small areas of 
h o u seholds, 
about 20,000 or 
so to educate 
them on not 
just bicycling, 
- Andy Thomley, program 
director for the San Francisco 
Bicycle Coalition 
obstacles to Portland cyclists are 
bridges, an objective the 20 15 
project plans to conquer by retro-
fitting metal gate bridges to . 
make them safer for bicycles. 
"One of the nicest features 
about Portland is the river run-
ning through the city, but that is a 
barrier to a lot of cyclists because 
all traffic focused on · 
but walking 
and being outside as well. 
"Promotion includes things 
like short bike rides in the neigh-
borhood, the idea being to get 
people that aren 't that comfort-
able on a bicycle, to get them out 
into the neighborhood and show 
them that it's rea lly possible to 
bike over to the store," Smith 
37 
Andy Thornley, program 
director for the San Francisco 
Bicycle Coali tion, said 
Chicago's political involvement 
and dedicated leadership is 
something that sets the city apart 
from other bike-friendly places 
in the U.S. 
"In San Francisco, we often 
look out to Chicago ·and say 
'Wow, it seems like they've got a 
lot going on all the way from the 
mayor down,"' Thornley said. 
Thornley said that in San 
Francisco, which has just over 
200 miles of bikeway, it's often 
difficult for large-scale bike proj-
ects to materia lize because of 
politics. 
"When you talk about trying to 
implement a network of bike 
routes or just generally reshape 
the streets to be friendlier to peo-
ple and less friendly to cars, 
there's a lot of resistance in the 
abstract," Thomley said. 
Michael Jarecki/The Chronicle 
A bicyclist heads west down Randolph Street in downtown Chicago on Sept. 1 . 
of getting 
dirty fingers? 
VIsit us online at www.columblachronlcle.com 
L------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_j 
I 
ENDLESS WARS! TORTURE! KATRINA! THEOCRACY! 
BRING THIS TO A HALT! . 
The Bush Regime is radically remaking society very quickly, in a fascist way and for generations to come. 
There is not going to be some magical "pendulum swing." A regime that steals elections and believes they're on a "mission from God" 
will not go without a fight. Accommodation and politics as usual has proven to be a disaster. But there is a way. 
On October 5, join us in saying to the world: This regime does not represent us and we will not stop until we drive it out! 
Walk out of school! Refuse to work! No shopping on Oct 5! Come to mass demonstrations aero~ the country and march through the 
streets calling on millions more to join us in repudiating this criminal regime with the mobilization of massive political opposition! ' 
WE MUST ACT NOW-THE WORLD'S FUTURE 
IS IN OUR HANDS 
AmND NATIONWIDE MEETINGS BEING HEW THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 7 IN CrrJES ACROSS THE COUNTRY. 
HELP ORGANIZE AND LEARN MORE ABOUT MAKING OCTOBER 5 A GIANT STEP FORWARD IN DRIVING THE BUSH REGIME FROM OFFICE 
CHICAGO ORGANIZING MEETING 
THURS. SEPT. 7, 7PM 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE, HOKIN HALL, 623 S. WABASH IN THE LOOP 
773-227-2453· CHICAGD@WORLDCANTWAilORG 
j_ _______________________ _ _____ _ _ _____ __, 
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DUI: 
Columbia's district 
saw an increase in 
DLl arrests 
Continued from Back Page 
Chicago police officer who 
works wi;h the sat:iration 
patro:.;, said the strike forces 
determine which districts gets 
!lit by analyzing DUI crash data, 
as weil as recc;iving requests 
from the police dist!cts. 
Siavin saic;l that unlike road-
dde stop~, which· look for 
impaired dri'lers ir, one location, 
the saturati-:>r. patrols deploy 12 
to 1::: p•,tro) cars at a rime in the 
%Increase in OUI Arrests 
from 04·05 
' !li$iiitl'l_4 79.~-· 
District 2J 45.50li 
'\il;okff1!¢,._ ~4M4l 
District 1 38.59% 
!_tliiliicfl]'~ 2T.ll,ll:" 
llllllllllllllllllllll 
district, Slavin said the patrols Denice Davis, chief of staff 
are not baseo en the number of for the 46th Ward Alderman 
DUI arrests in each district; Helen Shiller, could not recall 
· rather, he emphasized that they any saturation patrols in the 
worked off of crash data and if a 23rd District. However; Davis 
district oeedeJ the saturation saic . t.le ward's residents have 
patrols, it could request the unit. had problems with other sa IUra-
However, while some districts tion patrols like gang and drug 
had two or three saturation units. 
patrols a year, other districts "Part of the problem is that 
may not even have any strike the police officers come into the 
patrols. The Chronicle collected district and don't know the com-
and reviewed saturation patrol munity," Davis said. "Some of 
results, as well as the total num- the people stopped weren't gang 
ber. of DUI arrests per district hangers; they were ordinary 
from 2004 to August 2006. people." 
While the data did not find Davis said drug and gang sat-
. that the patrols unfairly singled uration patrols often target pea-
out one particular district, the pie coming from Truman 
analysis yielded .some interest- College, a city college in the 
ing results. ,.,. r Uptown neighborhood. Davis 
Th 3rd "Old Town" noted that the alderman's office 
·;t, which bord.ers Lake maintains strong connections 
Michigan and contains parts of with the neighborhoOd police. 
tile Lakeview, Lincoln Park, The 19th "Belmont" District, 
Wrigleyville and l!pt.own neigh- with Clark Street as an eastern 
borhoods, had its las~ saturation border, Lawrence for a northern 
Patrol in 2004. The district had a border and Fullerton at the 
.45.50 ye~cent incre<.se in D,UI south, has :tot had a saturation 
d'i'esfs, fi'1im<189ln~Z004 ro.275' · pat'rot ··tor almost three yearS'. 
in 200~ . This dis;rict, which contains the 
Lincoln Park, Wrigleyyille, 
Lakevie.v and Lincolr. Square 
neighborhoods, has had a 40.94 
percent increase in DUI arrests, 
from 1 71 in 2004 to 241 in 
2005. 
As of July 31, 2006, 188 peo-
ple have been arrested for DUis 
in the 19th District. 
However, Alderman Gene 
Schulter. whose 47th Ward sits 
in the northern part of the 19th 
District, stated that he's seen 
several DUI stops within the 
past several months. 
"I saw a DUI checkpoint at 
the Lane Tech [College Prep, 
2501 W. Addison] parking lot 
off of Western Avenue," 
Schulter said. 
Not all districts, however, 
have bad an increase in DUI 
arrests. 
The 25th "Grand Central" 
District, which sits between 
Belmont to the north and 
Division to the south at 
Chicago's far West Side, has had 
seven saturation patrols since 
2004. Between 2004 and 2005 , 
the number of DUI arres ts 
% Decrease in OUI Arrests 
from 04-05 
lli$tricll1 
District 5 
Dis1rict3 
D~trict 25 
lli$trlct 14 
43.18li 
42.00li 
34.3711 
16.5111 
15.71% 
Decrease in Actual Persons 
Arrested from 04-05 
Oismq25 186111!09.fe 
Distritt14 60poople 
Oirtrit111 !i7Jl001111 
Drstrict15 47Jl001111 
Oistriet5 42prloflil · · 
Josh CovarrublasjThe Chronicle 
dropped 16.51 percent, from 
1,126 to 940. 
As for the I st "Central" 
District, where Columbia 
resides, a DUI saturation strike 
force hasn't hit the area in at 
least three years. From 2004 to 
2005, the district has seen a 
38.59 percent increase in DUI 
arrests, from 57 to 79. 
According to Marisa Kollias, 
the spokeswoman for the Illinois 
Department of Transportation, 
just for the Labor Day "You 
Drink, You Drive, You Lose" 
campaign, lOOT has spent $1.7 
million for enforcement and 
educational services. 
The main purpose of the satu-
ration patrols is to serve as a 
preventative measure for 
impaired drivers. Susan 
McKinney, executive director of 
the Illinois Chapter of Mothers 
Against Drunk Driving, 
summed it up. 
"That is the goal of the satura-
tion patrol," McKinney said. 
"It 's a deterrent for people." 
ekasang@chroniclemail.com 
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Logan Square 
Starbucks to 
start union 
AP 
A union claiming to represent 
Starbucks Corp. workers at a 
handful of coffeehouses said 
Aug. 30 that employees of a 
Chicago store have declared 
their membership, becoming the 
first outside New York City to do 
so. 
The baristas at the Logan 
Square Starbucks store joined 
the IWW Starbucks Workers 
Union Aug. 29, the union said. 
The workers issued a set of 
demands that included a living 
wage, guaranteed work hours 
and the reinstatement of IWW 
b~istas fired for organizing 
union activity. 
Starbucks, the world 's largest 
specialty coffee maker, is often 
lauded for offering generous 
benefits that include health 
insurance for part-time workers. 
But the 2-year-old union, which 
has members at seven Starbucks 
locations, contends that workers 
face low wages and barriers to 
health care and other benefits. 
Seattle-based Starbucks 
released a statement saying the 
company "does not believe the 
IWW has meaningful support at 
any of our stores." 
"while Starbucks respects the 
free choice of our [employees], 
we firmly believe that our work 
environment, coupled with our 
outstanding compensation and 
benefits, make unions unneces-
sary at Starbucks." 
BACK TO SCHOOL 
~ Lowest Prices Downtown For: • ~ Digital Cameras · Epson Inkjet Papers 1 · 
Central Brand Inkjet Papers • Epson Inks • Canon Inks 
10 oz. Canned Air with noule .... $6.00 
IIford Fiber ~ Enlarging Paper Now· 
Sx10, 25 sheets $18·95 Double Weight Glossy or Matt 
$5.49 
Student/Educator Programs 
Save 20% off our regular discount 
prices on any lowepro Camera Bag 
In Stock (hcluding close-outs). 
We Participate In All Photo Programs 
from Bogen, Mamiya, and 
Hasselblad • Ask for Details 
-ACID FREE -
Itoya Portfolios: 
• 4x6 ................................ $3.00 
• Sx7 ................................ $3.00 
• 8xl0 .............................. $4.95 
• 8.5x11 ........................... $4.95 
Kodak Tri-X 135-36 
Black & White Film 
Now: 
$3.49 ea. 
Print File 1'/2" $8.90 
Binder 
25 sheets, 35mm $ 4 • O O Negative Pages 
7 Rows, 5 Across 
1 Gallon Brown Storage Bottle 
With Top ........................... $2.75 
Stainless Steel Developing: 
• 2 Reel Tank .......................... $13.95 
• Regular 35mm Reels ...... $6.00 ea. 
• Hewes 35mm Reels ....... $18.95 ea. 
Plastic Developing Tank with 
2 • 35mm Reels ....................... $16.50 
C.C .C . Kit 
• 1 • 2 Reel Tank 
• 2 • Hewes Reels 
• 1 • Package of 25 
sheets Negative 
Pages -35mm 
wow 
Price; 
$4995 
Central Camera Company Stocks 
MANY NEW & USED 3Smm Manual SLR 
Cameras. Largest Inventory • Nearest 
Your School & LOW Prices! 
40 
l Wabash at 11 ™ sTREET } 
Student, StaH 
and Faculty 
DISCOUNT 
just show us your 
valid i.d. 
OlD S[HOOl 
=ALL DAY= 
DELICATESSEN 
[OlD SANDWI[H[S 
THE ORIGINALS 
THf M[ll SHOP 
OUR6[RS. fiSH 
A NICE PIECE OF FISH 
PASTA 
HALF ROASTED CHICKEN 
BREAKFAST 
SERVED All DAY 
f66S, OAHRY 
LOX BOX 
6RIDDlf 
PASTRAMI HASH 
APPflllfRS 
AND 
NOSHfS 
SOUPS 
016 SAlADS 
SODA fOUNTAIN 
fRO~ OUR 
IN-HOUSf SODA JfRK 
COFFEE AND TEA 
--,_ Plfm[AKf SfRYIU 
rllD.Ul 
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Urban Excursions: Printers Row 
By Jenifer K. Fischer 
Managing Editor 
Strui>Ucks, White Hen Pantry, 
Chase bank. a public parking 
lot- -the inter.oection o f Dearborn 
Street and Harri~on Street 
beholds no thing special, just srur-
oiy. t-rick structures reminiscent of 
another time converted to facili-
ties offenng modem conven-
iences. 
But continue strolling south, 
just beyond the roar o f traffic, and 
within blocks of campus lies a 
place where tree-lined streets and 
s idewalk cafes mute city life. 
Printers Row emits an air of Old 
World charm laced with a hint of 
hustle and bustle gone by. This 
disrrict has certainly mellowed 
and matured with age. 
One might never guess that 
within the confines of the dusty 
red b1;0ks that now encapsulate 
C<,f.c~ shops, bookstores, apart-
ments and eateries, brothels and 
salonns once flourished. It is less 
of a stre:ch to believe this neigh-
borhood was once the heart of 
Chicago 's publishing industry-
especially if you sr.op by in early 
June for the Printers Row Book 
Fa!r. 
Walking down Dearborn Street, 
just close your eyes for a moment 
and you expect to open them to 
the sight of a newsboy in knickers 
and a Gatsby hat shouting out the 
day's headlines. Of course, it 
could jus t be the neighborhood's 
Andrew Nelles(ThP. Chronicle 
L>o&_walke; Brer.dan a:ynes nudges his client. Buckley, to continue 
~tReir stroll through Dearborn Park's dog pJrk, 865 S. Park Terrace. 
Great pti,es on cool j ewdry. vi~ r•. coolerjeweler.com 
now! 
FLAT fOP GRILL...Now hiting energetr~ servers! No 
experience necessary if you have a strong work ethic 
and a "WOW" personality. Apply in person today at Flat 
Top Grill, 1000 West Washington in the West Loop' 
(312) 829-4800. 
$10+/hr. FT/PT/OnCall: Childcare needed for local 
families: ·me Sitter Cafe - www.SitterCafe.com 
got something to sell? 
get classified's. 
~ ~,..,.~~ "'' h 01 dtfut.N .,._ :0 he!, you 1Mb t kJie C"'fl 
~~o...,wtw}'Ofcll'lttftldltfyowpottM 
www.colun•biochronicledouifi• ds.com 
----------' 
name that impresses this image. 
But everywhere you look, there 
are traces o f its history as 
Chicago's printing hotbed. 
Elegant gold lettering graces 
the storefront windows. The New 
Franklin Building entrance is still 
flanked by s igns bearing the 
words '"The Franklin Company 
Catalog & Booklet Print ing," 
along with a terra cotta depiction 
o f an ancient printing press scene. 
Today you might stop here to 
enjoy coffee and a feta and 
spinach omelet at Gourmand, 729 
S. Dearborn St., a funky coffee 
shop and cafe popular amongst 
area residents. On any given 
afternoon, laptop computers pop-
ulate this spot where Lmotype 
printing press once resided . 
Sandmeyer's Bookstore, 7 14 S. 
Dearborn St., also in the Franklin 
Building, provide~ a clean, open 
place to peruse for books. Creaky 
wooden floors and high ceilings 
pay homage to its past. Fresh 
modem titles make it relevant 
today. 
Across the street still hangs the 
s ign for · M.A. Donahue & Co. 
Book Publishers, but you won't 
find it there. Ins tead you might 
grab a brew at the dignified 
watering ho les Hackney's, 733 S. 
Dearborn St., or Kasey's Tavern, 
70 I S. Dearborn St.. or maybe 
s tep into Printers Row Wine 
Shop, 7 19 S. Dearborn St., and 
purchase a bottle to take home. 
Nearby Printer.> Row Rare & Fine 
books. 71 S S. Dearborn St., is yet 
another throwback to the neigh-
borhood's publishing days. 
Dearborn Street Station, 4 7 W. 
Polk St., at the intersection of 
Polk and Dearborn , anchors 
Printers Row. Freight no longer 
Andrew Nelles(The Chronrcle 
Built in 1885, Dearborn Station, 47 W. Polk St., continued to roll out 
passengers until closrng in 1971. It now serves as a commercial cen-
ter for the Printers Row neighborhood. 
ships in and out of this s tately 
structure whose clock tower 
stands as a monument to its more 
industrial days. Its current pur-
pose is recreation. Bar Louie, 
Printers Roast and European 
Touch Salon and Day Spa are a 
few of the businesses there. 
Behind tlte station, where the 
tracks and freight yard once 
resided, sits a peaceful, lush, tree-
filled urban park popular with 
dog owners. It 's a b lissfully quiet 
retreat where even the air smells a 
bit fresher. 
Printers Row is the city as you 
never knew it existed. And one 
can 't help but feel the ghosts of 
printers past watching from their 
windows. 
How to get there: Take the Red 
Line to tire Harrison stop. Just 
walk west from the corner of 
Harrison and State s treets to 
Dearborn. Take tire #22 or #36 
bus to Harrison and Dearborn. 
jjischer@chroniclemail.com 
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Scoop in the Loop 
By James H. Ewert. Jr. 
City Beat Editor 
Mayor Richar<! M. Daley did 
something the other day that 
raised some eyebrows-- without 
outright announcing it. the m~yor 
sent a message that he would be 
r>Jnning i'M re-election. That's 
right ; amid numerous corruption 
investigations and probes into his 
administraiion, Richie M. appears 
to be seeking his sixth term as 
mayor of Chicago. If he is suc-
cessful and lives through his 
term, it would make him the 
longest-serving mayor the city 
has ever seen. 
It was reported last week that 
while naming Terry Peterson, the 
ex-executive director of the 
Chicago Housing Authority, as 
head of his campaign, Mayor 
Daley said Chicagoans were con-
fident the city wds moving in the 
right direction with him at the 
Cable: 
Smaller cable 
areas eould yield 
more franchises 
Continued from Back Page 
woul.:! bt contractually ot-ligated to 
bl!ild out service from comer to 
c.:r:Jer of any one given area. 
When ~11 was said and done. the 
commi~s:01: established the .five 
des1groated areas the cir> has !n 
place toddy, re said. 
·'TI,e C.istr.crs are dr."'wn in those 
<>dd sha,>es btcause we were trying 
•o get :;o;ne ~in<! of economic bal-
ance where if a compzny got ~ :er-
ritory, they would hav~ to serve 
peop!e with different economic 
interests," Gallie said. 
The group conseru.us was that 
fewer, larger areas would be afford-
able only to larger, more experi-
enced companies, according to 
Gallie. If the ~ommi~sion mapped 
out a higher number of smaller 
area!> instead, it would be easier for 
numerous smaller companic~ to 
franchise in the city. Thi~ would 
llave allowed for more choice to 
competitors, bu1 also would have 
complicated regu lation over such 
in-.:xperk-nccd companic~. 
" I think (the <nmmi" ion( want-
ed the comfort u f b1g corr.p.tnic, ," 
(iallic !~ald . "'111L-rc were oniy a few 
helm. 
Chicago is a city that works, 
which is true, except it works in 
the same bitchy fashion as high 
school popularity posturing. City 
officials, sometimes with smug 
smiles and sometimes with con-
descending remarks to the press, 
are becoming eerily reminiscent 
of the cocky jocks in high school 
that were able to sleep through 
class as long as the team won. 
Mayer Daley seems like a nice 
guy; he jokes, he laughs, he's the 
kind of guy you would want to 
have a beer with, get a little 
sauced with and ride bikes down 
a dimly lit alley with. That is all 
fine and peachy, but that is fun, 
and this is not. This is politics, 
this is government, and the argu-
ment that "he gets things done" 
simplv will no longer suffice. 
The mayor may be a good guy 
with sincere ambitions for 
progress and change, but words 
like "honesty," "truth," and "fair-
ness" are not among his charac-
teristics. Unfortunately, they are 
associated with his elected posi-
tion as mayor of Chicago. 
No legitimate attempt will be 
made here at sorting out the mas-
sive web of corruption in City 
Hall. Cook County and the state 
of Illinois. There are, however. a 
companies in the country that had 
[worked with] giant cities and the 
[businessman's] attitude was that 
they were the guys who should do 
it for us." 
Be<:ause of the establishment of 
those five territories a quarter-cen-
rury ago, RCN has been unable to 
expand its services to customers 
today. 
According to Tom McKay. vice 
president and general manager for 
RCN Chicago, :he company 
obtained franchises to build out in 
areas two. thre~ and four in 2000. 
Companies are govcn a five-year 
buold-out schedule. he said. adding 
that :otal costs for any given com-
pan)' would run around $250 mi l-
liun per area. 
McKay said RCN ran out of 
money after building out only a 
small portion of area two. This por-
tion, located roughly between 
Madison Street , Monroe Street, 
Des Plaines Street and the Chicago 
River, is the only section within 
area two where RCN provides 
service. 
McKay said th~ company can-
celed franchises for areas three and 
four before any build-outs were 
done. 
" RCN wasn't meeting the 
requirem ~r.ts of their franchise 
agreemcnJ, so we worked out a set-
tlement agreement with them to 
resolve that i ,~uc," said Jennifer 
I loyle, puhllc information officer 
for the col y's llcpartmcnl of Law. 
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few important things worth ranti- won a handful of Olympic 
ng about in regards to the upcom- medals1 Many eyebrows were 
ing mayoral election on Feb. 27. raised, but not because they were 
Chicago, unlike most other just getting the job done, they · " 
major cities, has no mayoral tenn were getting the job done almost 
limit laws. In New York and Los too well and were suspected of The Mu5eum tif. 
Angeles there is a two-term limit cheating. ContemPorary.. Art, al 220 E. 
and in Houston there is a three- Sportsmanship is about ··ri!t~h gticago AVe., opened an exhibit 
term limit. There ar~ expected to more than not spitting •qn·~.our Called,"Sharecj: 9hicago Blue 
be other challengers intending to palm before shaking hands at·the Bikes. 1be,exlubihbowca;'e5 a 
unseat the mayor, U.S. Rep. Jesse end of the game. There is" a cer- prototype" sal~ed bike painted 
Jackson Jr, and porothy Brown, tain amount of integrity thaJ.:i"'s • ·blue:. as weD !!' a plan to ~ffer 
the Cook County Circuit Court w1th 1t, moral ·standards •f :y.o.u' ' · fule blue bike rentals at V!lfiOIIS 
Clerk, among them. · will, and . tpey are based dn.:th.C,;.".; Blue: .Line ~~ for ~ummer 
Corruption , cronyism and expectatioh that the rules O:t!,ffie• 2007. The exh1btt nms ~ 
patronage are rampant among game will .be honorably folldwe1b. Oct I· $10 gen~l admi8SJOO;. 
city policies and officials (proof 1:1onor, as:.fairness an.q):esP,«~ .. < ~for students with ips and~-
lies in the convictions of city offi- and the &3J11e, in this··~e 4ihe }:! ,1ors. Free on Tu~sdays. · 
cials). Chicago's former City office he's been elected.tp.fil l.-:; :, · 
Clerk James Laski is serving two With cheaf(ng and th.~ rh~)!.Orijl ., 
years in prison for taking bribes . . election i!J.:rilind, the .. Qn~, w.l!.'{_. ~ S~: IO, _bikers can t~e 
An aide to the mayor, Robert anything_ will change is .by. voting::• part m ~~~e the, L~efi:ont, a 
Sorich, as well as three other sen- · Yes,:tbat S)'l!l!iolic. and.se.el)lingly, ,; tour of Ch1~ago s arc~Jte~ture 
iol'officials, have been convicied meanirgleS$ ·'li~( 6f inol¢si:iqg a·· alo_ng L!ike . . ,_M•c.htgan. 
of hirjng fraud and those exam-. scre~n ·or·.pro_ddifii a ballo.t .ii.ih~:. ~ ln!erest~d _cychsts_ !"eet at 
pies ' are _.just . for details. only~ay, ·,, ~ .• ' .... ' . ... -:. Mllll!'nnuun Park B1keRental, 
Corruption and all that it encom. It's t,rue Chicago \v6rks, .)Jut it • 239 E. ~andolph St., at ~0:30 
P~:S ' is not. acceptable in any .• works fOJ: .MIIYor"D~ley· and ' not' a.m. $10~ $5 for students ;uld 
type· of, 4em?cratically elect!!d . the other.. -way · arelind 'Jf"·this· , seniors ani! free· for Cliicago 
government.' ' · · · seems normat; try considering it"· Architecture Fbundation menr-
Chicago is winning games next time you get a parking ticket bers. Far more information: 
right now, it's vying for the for parking too far away from the www.archit~.org. 
Olympics, it 's calling itself curb, or when you pay an extra $2 
"green" and starting new, more tax on a six pack, or when ciga-
bolder projects than ever before, rettes are banned. 
but with that there should come a Scoop in the Loop is a weekly 
healthy dose of skepticism. What commentary in City Beat. 
happened when Barry Bonds hit 
70 home runs and Marion Jones 
'·It wasn 't an ideal siruation. Due to 
their financial cir~umstances they 
simply weren 't able to continue 
into area two." 
Vitek said the situation with 
RCN is the only exception in the 
city where a cable company has 
been granted permission to provide 
service to any region smaller than 
one of the five full des ignated 
area'\. 
For customers of area two. how-
ever, lhis has greater meaning. This 
means they lost the opportunity to 
have a choice between two cable 
opemtors in their neighborhoods. 
"A five year build schedule is 
pretty aggressive when you're talk-
ing about a build-out and trying to 
build a customer base in order to 
pay for lhe continued build," 
McKay said. "So that's why you 
don ' t see too much [franchise 
build-out! actually happening." 
According to Kevin Fee, the 
general manager in the Illinois 
region of Wide Open West, the 
company is satisfied with its one-
territory presence in the city, and it 
has no plans to build out in 
Chicago at lhis time. Fee recog-
nized, though, how it may be finan-
cially difficult for any given com-
pany to build-out one of the current 
five areas. 
"If (the city! were to hnvc ft 
smaller area I and I if we were to 
build in it tlml would probubly be 
easier lor us 10 look nt nnd consid-
er," Fcc said. 
jewert@chroniclemail.com 
Since the city is only divided into 
five cable territories, it's much 
harder for a company to fmancially 
support the build-out of essentially 
one-fifth of the city. In theory, if the 
city were divided I 0 ways, it would 
be less costly for a company to · 
build out in an area and uphold 
their franchise agreement to service 
all customers a designated area 
Professor Spencer Waller at the 
Loyola University School of Law 
said federal antitrust laws are in 
place to - prohibit monopolies 
among private businesses, but can't 
really interfere with government 
regulation. 
"There is an exception for the 
antitrust laws for government 
action," Waller said. "As long as a 
government entity is sufficiently 
clear that it wants to displace com-
petition with some kind of regula-
tion, and it actively supervises the 
companies. then it's legal under the 
antitrust laws." 
So in the end. this does not tech-
nically constitute monopolization 
of a market, though it sometimes 
seems that way, Waller said. 
"If the government wanl~ to do 
something. as long as they're suffi-
ciently clear about it. they're tree 
to," Waller said. "You can have a 
debate about whether it's a good 
idea, and then the pt.-ople should do 
something elcctorully if they're 
dissatisfied." 
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Segway still hoping consUlllers will jUlllp on 
Increase of Segways 
may cause safety and 
regulatory concerns 
By James H. Ewert Jr. 
City Beat Editor 
Under Chicago's toy vehicle 
ordinance, pushcarts, skate-
boards, bikes and motorized 
vehicles of all kinds, excluding 
motorized wheelchairs, are pro-
hibited from rid ing upon the 
sidewalk. A Segway would also 
be prohibited if the company had 
not lobbied the Illinois General 
Assembly for legislation in 2002 
granting the transportation 
deyice the rights and privileges 
of a pedestrian. 
Chicago has several Segway 
sightseeing tours and the Police 
Department's owns nearly 100 
of the devices. 
Matt Dailida, director of gov-
ernment affairs for Segway Inc., 
said Chicago is progressive 
when it comes to Segway use, 
mentioning Mayor Richard M. 
Daley as a huge fan. 
In an apparent attempt to boost 
consumer sales of the product, 
Segway Inc. introduced, as the 
company's.Aug. 14 press release 
states, "the second generation 
Segway," as well as six other 
product packages specifically 
tailored for commercial and con-
sumer market segments. 
Although the Segway has not 
revolutionized the transportation 
industry as predicted by its 
inventor, Dean Kamen, the com-
pany continues to believe the 
product will catch on with the 
A group of Microsoft employees get instructions from a Segway 
tour guide before going out on a Chicago City Segway Tour near • 
Grant Park. 
consumer market. 
If Segways become more pop-
ular with consumers and begin 
appearing on the sidewalks in 
greater numbers, Dailida said he 
expects laws to be amended to 
address the issue. 
Currently in Chicago there are 
no regulations on the device 
requiring registration, insurance 
or helmets. In November 2005, 
San Francisco became the first 
major city to ban Segways from 
the sidewalks because of con-
cerns for the safety of pedestrians. 
Brian Steele, spokesman for 
the Chicago Department of 
Transportation, said discussions 
are still ongoing within the city 
regarding the use of Segways, 
but did no.t know why the city 
has not moved forward with an 
ordinance. 
"I think one of the primary 
reasons [the city has not moved 
forward] is you just don't see 
Segways in the central business 
district of Chicago," Stec;le said. 
In 2002 COOT started a pilot 
trial involving five city depart-
ments that were given Segways 
leased from the company. 
According to Steele, the trial 
was meant to evaluate two 
things: how they operated and 
their impact on the public way, 
as well as to see if they would 
provide any operational or man-
agerial benefits for daily city 
operations. 
"The biggest question we 
looked to answer was ... does 
this device belong on the side-
walks or does it belong on the 
street?" Steele said. "Most city 
sidewalks are pretty wide. but a 
Segway does take up a little 
more space than the average 
human being and additionally, 
Segways have the ability to trav-
el two or three times the normal 
walking speed." 
What the department found, 
according to Steele, was that 
Segways were better used on 
sidewalks than streets, but hav-
ing more than one Segway on 
the sidewalk at a time could 
potentially pos~ issues. 
"The biggest things we 
noticed, related to impact on 
public way, is that a Segway 
does have more impact on the 
public way than a pedestrian," 
Steele said. "If Chicago were to 
see more and more Segways in 
the public way, we would cer-
tainly have to take a closer look 
at how they might be regulated." 
David Mebane, owner of City 
Segway Tours, 400 E. Randolph 
St., a sightseeing Segway tour 
company, said business has con-
tinued to grow steadily at his 
store since it opened in 2004. 
Mebane said the three daily tours 
are always fu ll, with eight to 16 
people per tour, and although his 
store does not sell the devices, 
he said about once a week cus-
tomers request to purchase one. 
Mebane said during the tours, 
which do not go faster than 
8mph and do not leave the the 
lakefront path and park, there 
have been a few injuries. 
Mebane added that the injuries 
have never been serious. 
Since the Segway's inception. 
the American Academy of 
Pediatrics and the Consumer 
Federation of America have 
issued press releases opposing 
the device until more research is 
done to address safety issues. At 
least one ~hicago group is upset 
about the use of Segways. 
Michael Burton, secretary for 
the Campaign for a Free and 
Clear Lake front, an environmen-
tal activist group working to bet-
ter accommodate Chicago's 
lakefront for pedestrians, said in 
an e-mail that Segways detract 
from the "genteel environment" 
of Grant Park and the lakefront. 
"The use of the vulgar and 
unhealthy Segway by able-bod-
ied visitors to Chicago should be 
banned," Burton wrote. "Instead 
of prioritizing the needs of 
motor vehicles such as automo-
biles and Segways, lakefront 
infrastructure and policy should 
promote gentler, more efficient 
modes o"r transportation." 
In response to concerns, 
Dailida said Segway Inc. is not 
selling an exercise machine. It is 
a moving device and gravity 
comes as much into play with 
riding a Segway as it does with 
walking, he said. 
"Would I rather have someone 
hop on my Segway to go down 
to the comer store than in a Ford 
Expedition, which they are more 
likely to do," Dailida said. 
"Absolutely, because that's good 
for [the] environment and good 
for transportation." 
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Chicago bike plan picking up speed 
City to add 185 
friendly miles of 
bikeway to network 
By James H. Ewert J~ 
City Beat Editor 
If Mayor Richard M. Daley has 
his way. biking in Chicago will get 
a whole lot easier with the ince)>" 
tion and implementation of 
Chicago's Bike 20 15 Plan. The 
plan breaks down area improve-
ment into eight categories. Among 
them are things like bener equi)>" 
ping the CTA and commuter rail 
lines to handle bicycles. integrat-
ing bicycle education into schools 
and recommending changes in law 
enforcement techniques and crash 
analysis. 
The plan. announced this past 
June on " Bike to Work Day." aims 
to tum Chicago into the premier 
destination for bicycling in the 
nation. The announcement comes 
at a time when bicycling in 
Chicago appears to be gaining 
popularity. 
"There has definitely been an 
increase in the number of people 
bicycling in Chicago. both for 
transportation and recreation." 
said Ben Gomberg. the plan's 
coordinator. "I think a lot of that 
has to do with gas prices, environ-
mental concerns. but maybe more 
because bicycling gives people a 
chance to stay in shape ... 
Gomberg. who is also program 
coordinator for the Chicago 
Department of Transportation's 
Bicycle Program. said Chicago's 
Bike 2015 Plan is different from 
other cities' because the city con-
tacted bicyclists to draft the plan 
and not generic engineering firms. 
Gomberg said it is hard to esti-
mate the cost of the project 
because much of it involves 
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Bob Guzinskl of Matteson, 111.. uses his cell phone to capture the 
crowd of bicycle riders participating in Critical Mass. Aug. 25. 
Guzinski has been driving from Matteson to Chicago to participate 
in Critical Mass for a year and a half now. 
changes in city policies. For 
example. Gomberg said when 
COOT builds or repaves a road it 
would be required to install a bike 
lane and appropriate signs. For 
each recommendation. the plan 
offer.; possible funding solutions. 
Gomberg said the city has 
money for the plan. but it relies 
heavily on state or federal funds. 
particularly the Congestion 
Mitigation and Air Quality 
Improvement program. which 
allocates more than $4 billion to 
states for purposes of reducing and 
improving congestion and air 
quality. 
"When the city has engineering 
policies for roads. they include 
bike lanes. and the cost for that is 
zero," Gomberg said. " It's just the 
attentiveness of the city to make 
sure we have design standards that 
are sympathetic to bicycling." 
The two main goals stated in the 
plan are to increase bicycle use, so 
5 percent of all trips less than five 
miles are by bicycle, and to reduce 
the number of bicycle injuries by 
50 percent. One of the most ambi-
tious objectives of the plan is to 
install and maintain 500 miles of 
bikeway. giving Chicago the 
largest network of bikeways in the 
country and almost doubling the 
3 15 miles of bikeway already in 
See Bike 2015. Page 37 
Bike lane 
Bus/Bike Lane 
Raised Bike Lane 
Rush Hour Bikeway 
Shared lane Markings 
Signed Route 
Bike Boulevard 
m-'""'~' Trail 
Chicago's cable 
disconnection 
Nearly half of city 
residents have no 
alternadve opdon 
By Allison Rlalo 
Aallltlint ~ l*t Edftlor 
